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Foreword

With increasing confidence in the value of their
innovation and the development of in-house
expertise and global abilities, expect to see
more companies from China and South Korea
in particular begin to forge their own paths in
worldwide markets.
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Scrip Asia 100 – 2020 Pharmaceutical Sales ($M)
2020
Rank

Company

Pharma
Sales ($m)

Change from
2019 ($ Basis)

1

Takeda

29961

-1%

2

Astellas

11707

-2%

3

CSL

9151

7%

4

Daiichi Sankyo

9018

0%

5

Otsuka Pharmaceutical

8949

6%

6

Eisai

6052

-5%

7

Sumitomo Dainippon Pharma

4834

9%

8

Sun Pharmaceutical

4522

-3%

9

Jiangsu Hengrui Medicine Co. Ltd.

4022
Open full table in browser:

21%

10

https://informaintelligence.turtl.co/story/scrip-asia-report-2022/page/4/1
Asahi Kasei Pharma
3822
23%

China Top 20 Pharmaceutical Companies By Sales
2020 Pharma
Sales ($m)

Rank

Company

1

Jiangsu Hengrui Medicine Co. Ltd.

2

Japan Top 20 Pharmaceutical Companies By Sales
2020 Pharma
Sales ($m)

Rank

Company

4022

1

Takeda

29961

Shanghai Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd.

3443

2

Astellas

11707

3

Shanghai Fosun Pharmaceutical Group

3153

3

Daiichi Sankyo

9018

4

Sichuan Kelun Pharmaceutical

2387

4

Otsuka Pharmaceutical

8949

5

Shandong Buchang Pharmaceuticals Co.,
Ltd.

2321

5

Eisai

6052

6

Sumitomo Dainippon Pharma

4834

7

Asahi Kasei Pharma

3822

8

Mitsubishi Tanabe Pharma

3540

9

Kyowa Hakko Kirin

2983

10

Santen

2199

6
7
8
9
10
11

DaShenLin Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd.
Harbin Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd.
Livzon Pharmaceutical Group
Shijiazhuang Yiling Pharmaceutical Co.,Ltd
Open full table in browser:

Hansoh Pharmaceutical

2115
1564
1525
1273
1260

https://informaintelligence.turtl.co/story/scrip-asia-report-2022/page/4/2

CR Double-Crane Pharmaceuticals Co., Ltd

1233

11

Open full table in browser:

https://informaintelligence.turtl.co/story/scrip-asia-report-2022/page/4/2

Ono

2010

India Top 10 Pharmaceutical Companies By Sales
Rank

Company

1

Sun Pharmaceutical

2

South Korea Top 10 Pharmaceutical Companies By Sales

2020 Pharma
Sales ($m)

2020 Pharma
Sales ($m)

Rank

Company

4522

1

Celltrion

1570

Aurobindo

3118

2

GC Pharma

1277

3

Cipla

2563

3

Chong Kun Dang

1106

4

Dr Reddy's

2561

4

Kwang-Dong Pharmaceutical

1056

5

Lupin

2047

5

Samsung BioLogics

989

6

Zydus Cadila (Cadila Healthcare)

2044

6

Hanmi Pharm

913

7

Glenmark Pharmaceuticals

1477

7

Daewoong Pharmaceutical

896

8

Torrent Pharmaceuticals

1080

8

Dong-A Socio Holdings

665

9

Biocon

959

9

Jeil Pharmaceutical

587

10

Jubilant Life Sciences (now Jubilant
Pharmova)

826

10

HK inno. N (formerly CJ Healthcare)

508
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Clinical Trials

Decentralized Clinical Trials:
Managing The Volume And
Complexity Of Data

Sponsored by

It is generally agreed that the pandemic accelerated the adoption of decentralized and hybrid
clinical trials and according to many commentators they are here to stay. Many countries in Asia
appear to be open to the use of these models, however regulatory authorities are looking to other
regions to see how they are responding before issuing new guidance. Pharma and biotech
organizations in Asia are looking to CROs for practical guidance on how to conduct these clinical
trials and exploring what is possible in different countries. Anecdotally, it appears that
investigative sites are already getting ready for the changes they will need to make to manage
clinical trials that have decentralized components, such as some patient visits being conducted at
Rhona O’Donnell

home or in a convenient location.

Senior Director, Data Management & Clinical
Risk Management – ICON
Regardless of where the clinical trial is conducted, as the

volume of data coming out of clinical trials is not new

shift towards decentralized and hybrid clinical trials

but the range and heterogeneity of data sources, call

expands the number and variety of available data

for a whole new level of oversight. As Rhona O’Donnell,

sources, the volume, diversity and complexity of

ICON’s senior director, Data Management & Clinical Risk

accumulated data have increased in parallel. Source

Management, explains these used to be limited,

diversity enables treatment effects to be assessed from

typically, to electronic data capture and anything from

different perspectives and in different settings, with more

one to four other sources, such as laboratory and

emphasis on real-world quality-of-life measurements.

electrocardiogram data, interactive response

Ultimately, it nudges the trial closer to how a drug might

technology and electronic patient-reported outcomes.

perform in a broader patient population.
Decentralized trials add to that list data from specialty
Lalit Pai

These benefits align with growing demand for

labs, from wearables and sensors, patient apps,

Senior Vice President & Head of Global

demonstrable value in healthcare systems, however

actigraphy devices, eConsent processes and eSource

Biometrics – ICON

they do not come without challenges. The sheer

systems.

With established suppliers such as lab vendors, the
process is facilitated by highly standardized datatransfer agreements, where “we know what data to
expect”, O’Donnell continues. With new technologies
such as wearables and sensors, however, vendors may
have less experience of clinical trials, requiring closer
attention to issues such as data reliability and ease of
integration.

DATA VARIABILITY
Moreover, observes Lalit Pai, senior vice president and
head of Global Biometrics at ICON, the potential
variability of data from a wider range of sources means
the whole “data backbone needs to be more robust
now”. Those data may include patient-generated
content from different types of devices, raising datatransfer, -anonymity and -quality questions while
pushing up complexity levels.

Clinical Trial Dataflow: Traditional vs Hybrid or Decentralized Trials

These issues must be worked out with data vendors
upfront at the protocol-planning stage, O’Donnell stresses.
For example, some vendors may collect “millions and

As O’Donnell notes, each of these requires a distinct

when the first patient is in,” she adds. “There’s much

millions” of patient records but provide only summarized

process to set up the source, deliver the data, perform

more of a technical set-up, and much more planning is

datasets. With other vendors, “we are going to get all the

integrity checks, and review the data against the

required upfront.”

records, and then we need to work out algorithms and

sources. “And you still have to have all of this ready for

how we’re going to derive the information.”

The same principles apply to ensuring the consistency

providing feedback to sites on data quality).

and reliability of clinical-trial data generated virtually,

Better to have the right balance of standardized and
non-standardized data, generating real value while

particularly when this is done on a bring-your-own-

Standardization across portfolios and the industry would

device basis. Again, it is about defining in advance the

be a great help in this respect, Pai adds. In some areas,

data to be collected, organizing data collection

customers may be looking for more data variability to

There may also be challenges around connectivity and

collaboratively with the provider, agreeing associated

provide richer insights. However, breaking the mold in

device malfunction in trials relying on mobile technology

data formats, and conducting user-acceptance testing

every data domain “is not really necessary”, Pai insists.

“I don’t think any eCOA (electronic clinical-outcome

on data-generating devices.

facilitating activities such as downstream processing.

assessment) device is going to function 100% perfectly,”

Pai also emphasizes the importance of contextualizing
data outputs. Each study is different, whether by
therapeutic area or the way the data need to be
interpreted. Using their subject-matter expertise and
the company’s ICONIK clinical informatics platform,
ICON’s data managers can identify patterns in data
from multiple sources and “look at things that don’t
appear right” Pai explains.

DATA REVIEW PARAMETERS
Another important step during study set-up is defining
the parameters for data review. This means drawing up
a coordinated plan that establishes the various roles of
medical monitors (reviewing data from a medical
perspective), data managers (reviewing consistency/
cleanliness; looking for patterns in the data) or clinicaldata analysts (looking for outliers and trending;

Adapting Roles and Processes for Decentralized Trials: Data Management and Clinical
Operations

O’Donnell comments. Moreover, when eCOA is used for

requirements. As O’Donnell explains, there are already

the back end of the operation, Pai adds, more

patient questionnaires or eDiaries, these are contemp-

strong protections in place with more traditional EDC,

advanced project-management and data-integration

oraneous data. If they are not collected at the time, “you

IRT or test-laboratory systems.

skills are needed to handle inputs from new data

can’t look back and decide how you felt two days ago”.

vendors. Consumer-device companies, for example,
Data are anonymized with no central decoding key, and

may not understand so well the necessity for data

DEVICE-LEVEL MANAGEMENT

only the trial sites know the patient identifier. With newer

validation or retention.

As Pai notes, much of this comes down to data

vendors, though, such as BYOD of eCOA providers, more

management at device level. Each app will have an

effort may be needed to ensure the necessary firewalls

For service providers addressing the challenges of

administrative layer or ‘overhead’, consisting of, for

are in place and anonymity is watertight.

multiple data sources in decentralized trials, the

example, a function that logs every keystroke or data

immediate pay-off is accelerated data flow directly into

transfer. App/device companies need to consider the

Data integration is one more challenge amplified by the

data-integration systems, rather than relying on trial

amount of overhead they incorporate (increasing

proliferation of new data sources. As soon as data are

sites to input data in their own time. With newer

required system resources and slowing down

collected, they must be integrated and surfaced

sources such as eCOA, wearables or sensors giving

performance) in relation to the volume of data they

through the ICONIK platform, so that useable data are

real-time access to data, “we can review these more

want to capture.

available both to sponsors and all the relevant teams

quickly and figure out much faster what’s going on with

within ICON. Here again, newer sources such as

the trial across the board,” O’Donnell points out.

“Without a certain minimum level of data logging, we

sensors or wearables may be more problematic, due to

will not allow the eCOA or app vendor to go ahead with

volume or variability in data formats and the data

Engaging with issues raised by data-source expansion

the trial,” Pai comments. If an issue such as device

themselves.

at the earliest opportunity ensures that decentralized

malfunction results in data loss, then without an

trials not only significantly enhance the patient

acceptable degree of data logging, data managers risk

ADVANCED ANALYTICS

experience but deliver more timely, comprehensive

being left high and dry.

Technology and analytics capabilities have evolved

insights to optimize study outcomes and, ultimately,

along with the expansion of data sources in clinical

product value. In a pharmaceutical market where data

Data privacy, security and anonymity are also issues

trials. It is not just about surfacing and aggregating the

increasingly are the product, getting data management

that require early risk assessment to identify and pre-

data but generating more sophisticated visualizations

right from the start is a crucial part of the value

empt any potential vulnerabilities and country specific

as a basis for meaningful extraction and observation. At

equation.

ISCR's Davis
On Pandemic
Adaptations,
Value Of MultiRegional Trials
Varying Implementation Of
India'sTrial Waiver Clause

BY ANJU GHANGURDE

Executive Summary

The Indian clinical trials sector, like many others, has

The new chief of the Indian Society for Clinical

had to navigate a turbulent 2020 as the pandemic

Research, Sanish Davis, tells Scrip how the Indian trials

forced a shift in traditional approaches to working amid

segment coped amid pandemic upheaval, emphasizing

lock-downs, challenges in patient mobility and re-

the need for stakeholder “sensitization and

purposing of clinical sites as COVID-19 care centers.

socialization” of the concepts of virtual/hybrid trials as
part of efforts to mainstream these. The executive also

In a wide-ranging interview with Scrip, Dr Sanish Davis,

shared his views on India’s trial waiver clause.

incoming president of the Indian Society for Clinical
Research (ISCR) and R&D director, Global Clinical

ISCR counts among its members several large

Significantly, Harvard University’s MRCT Center has

multinational firms and clinical research organizations

been actively engaging in India since 2013 as part of

and Davis will be at its helm through 2021-23.

efforts to determine “tractable” solutions to regulatory
reform issues. (Also see "Adverse Event Assessment In

Notably, while under 2% of global trials are estimated

India Gets Harvard-Built Tool; Will Increased Trial

to be conducted in India, leaving a lot to be desired, the

Activity Follow?" - Pink Sheet, 24 Feb, 2017.)

country’s trial trajectory until mid-November 2020,
though subdued amid COVID-19, did not fall off the cliff

The center, in collaboration with international law firm

and was in line with broader global trends. An analysis

Ropes & Gray LLP, in 2019 hosted a special

covering clinical trials initiated by biopharma with a

presentation and discussion with the Drugs Controller

confirmed start date of between January 2019 and

General of India to discuss India’s New Drugs and

December 2020, indicated that 2020’s total of 5,276

Clinical Trials Rules, 2019, that were released in March

trials declined only 8% versus the 5,706 trials reported

that year.

by Informa’s Trialtrove in 2019, despite the pandemic

Dr Sanish Davis

upheaval. (Also see "Pandemic Perspectives: The Lost

ISCR also hopes to work cohesively with other

Trials Of 2020" - Scrip, 9 Mar, 2021.)

stakeholders to develop the ecosystem in India for
newer models such as virtual and hybrid trials.

Davis, who comes with over a decade of experience in
the clinical research sector at both leading Indian and

Q: It was a tough 2020, yet the numbers suggest

Operations, India at Johnson & Johnson, outlined how

foreign firms, also shared his view on India’s Phase III

that the Indian trials sector managed to retain

industry kept things going in India with new

trial waiver clause and underscored the importance of

some buoyancy - until the middle of November

interventions and remote monitoring and also tackled

multi-regional clinical trials (MRCTs)as the principal

2020, the Central Drugs Standard Control

the complexities of audio-visual recording of the

source of evidence across different geographic regions

Organization (CDSCO) approved close to 160

informed consent process amid pandemic-related

through a framework for understanding ethnic

trials, including the 70 global clinical trial (GCTs)

complexities.

differences in the efficacy and safety of a product.

applications, compared to 184 trials cleared in all
of 2019, of which 96 were GCTs. Was that possible

in part on account of the regulatory

the rules. India is a significant market globally and global

accommodations provided by CDSCO? (Also see

sponsors would definitely want to include the country as

"COVID-19, Lockdown Affect Trials in India But

part of their global programs as this ensures that Indian

Investigators worked with ethics committees to best

Coping Efforts In Hand" - Scrip, 31 Mar, 2020.)

patients gets the benefit of participation in research of a

manage ongoing patients and drug supplies, report

What are the current trends in terms of global

new molecule for unmet medical need and, at the same

serious adverse events, manage study visits and so on. In

sponsor interest in placing studies in India?

time, it also paves the way for marketing authorization for

the case of studies with an NCE/NBE, new patients

medicines at the earliest if the medicine/vaccine/medical

underwent audio video consenting of the informed

device has the appropriate safety and efficacy.

consent process, especially in non-COVID-19 studies. In

A: With the release of the New Drugs and Clinical Trial
Rules in 2019, there is good clarity around several issues

being converted into COVID-19 care centers.

the case of COVID-19 studies, investigators worked with

that were grey areas for global sponsors, like timelines for

Q: How did industry keep trial participation going

ethics committees to seek the best possible way for

GCT approvals (90 days), post-trial access, ethics

in India during the tough pandemic year 2020 and

consenting either by reading out the form and/or audio-

committee registration etc. Global sponsors usually plan

also handle the challenges around informed

videotaping the same with the patient or their ‘Legally

their clinical development programs very early and it is

consent of trial participants, given that Indian rules

Acceptable Representative’ or using an impartial witness.

difficult for them to change country footprint decisions

require audio-visual recording of this process?

Sponsors also communicated the implementation

rapidly before they are certain that the clinical research

process to the regulators.

ecosystem is stable. Increasingly, global sponsors were

A: It was a difficult time for all stakeholders of clinical

able to include India as part of the clinical trial footprint

research in 2020. Everyone tried to initially manage the

Q: Experts at the recent ISCR conference spoke

from 2020 and this is reflected in the general buoyancy

situation as best as possible by invoking business

about the need for increased virtual participation

seen in the number of trials being placed.

continuity plans where appropriate. Sponsors were

and also hybrid trials with a home nursing

quickly able to incorporate and adopt several changes in

component, and greater use of patient

While the CDSCO embraced digital adoption in a big way

the conventional way of working, e.g. implementation of

engagement apps, given that an estimated

in the midst of the pandemic in 2020, like calendarization

remote monitoring, direct-to-participant shipment of

15-30% of participants tend to drop out of trials.

of Subject Expert Committee meetings which were virtual,

medicinal products from the clinical trial site, etc. In the

Do you expect these models to become mainstay

faster responses to online submissions in SUGAM [the

case of sites where trials were ongoing, there was an

in most markets globally in the post-COVID-19

online portal], etc, at no point has any process for review

initial pause during the country-wide lock-down due to

world and are countries like India moving in the

and approval of submissions deviated from that stated in

trial sites not accessible to patients or due to some sites

same direction?

A: Yes, models like virtual trials/decentralized trials have

despite some challenges around electronic

evidence, on the basis of existing knowledge, of

been talked about and adopted by several organizations

medical records (EMR) data mining and data

any difference in the metabolism of the new drug

over the past few years globally but it is with the

privacy. How far away are we in India from the

by the Indian population, or any factor that may

pandemic that this has gained momentum and become

global median in terms of deploying AI/ML tools in

affect the pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics,

more mainstream. While some of the components of

clinical research and in which areas do you see

and safety and efficacy of the new drug” - are

virtual/hybrid/decentralized trials are already available in

early potential for these smart technologies in

open-ended. Does ISCR see significant value in the

India, there is still a long way to go before these become

developing nations like India?

trial waiver provisions?

clinical trials. There are organizations in India which are

A: While there have been lot of strides in usage of AL/ML

A: Rules 75 and 80 clause (7) of Chapter X of the New

already in the home health care, digital health space and

in different domains of clinical research, in India we are

Drugs and Clinical Trials Rules, 2019 define the criteria

this is expected to increase rapidly in breadth and scope

also still ramping up (albeit at a slower pace) on EMR

under which an importer/manufacturer can seek a waiver

in the coming years. ISCR will definitely collaborate with all

systems in hospitals. An additional area of impact is data

from conducting a local clinical trial prior to grant of a

stakeholders to build the ecosystem for this in India and a

privacy-related aspects which is still an evolving area and

new drug approval in India. ISCR believes that the

lot of it would be in the form of sensitization and

will see a lot of shifts in the coming years as more and

adoption of these regulations will allow early access to

socialization of the concepts of virtual/hybrid trials with

more hospitals (government and private sector) adopt

new treatment options to patients in India without

different stakeholders. A major initiative would be to

EMR as mainstream. In the current scenario, areas like

compromising patient safety, which is one of the key

dispel any misconceptions around these studies, so that

pharmacovigilance, medical writing, drug supply logistics

objectives of the new regulations. Currently there is

everyone involved in clinical trials is comfortable that

and study/site feasibilities are areas where AL/ML is being

inconsistent implementation of the rules regarding clinical

there is appropriate oversight for these studies and that

used in a tangible manner.

trial waivers for Phase III or IV. Sponsors are trying to

mainstream and the go-to model for operationalizing

the same standards of ethics, data quality and patient
protection apply.

include India in global Phase III studies by planning early.
Q: Some experts suggest that India’s Phase III trial

Given that the sample sizes for global studies are

waiver clause is a double-edged sword. Global

shrinking year on year (e.g. an oncology medicine may

Q: Artificial intelligence and machine learning

sponsors often pursue that option and at times

have a total of 500-600 subjects across Phase III pivotal

have huge scope in optimizing clinical trials across

also seek relaxations in Phase IV requirements

studies), it is unlikely that India will get significant number

various aspects including study design, effective

subsequently, while some experts claim that trial

of patients on these global programs when there are

trial site identification and pharmacovigilance,

waiver conditions - such as “no probability or

30-40 countries who are also vying for inclusion.

With the increasing globalization of drug development, it

using a single protocol. For example, the impact on the

Q: There have been questions around compliance

has become important to consider multi-regional clinical

treatment effect of genetic differences or different

and data at some CROs in India over the years. Is

trials [stipulated in guideline E17 of the International

distribution of gene polymorphisms in drug metabolizing

that broadly a thing of the past especially with

Conference on Harmonisation, which describes general

enzymes or the molecular target of a drug can be

the progress made with COVID-19 vaccines and

principles for the planning and design of MRCTs] as the

examined in exploratory and/or confirmatory MRCTs that

digitization tools and other checks in place

primary source of evidence across different geographic

include subjects with different intrinsic factors across

helping in this area or does it still weigh on

regions through a framework for evaluating the impact of

regions.

sponsors’ minds while placing studies in India?

MRCTs can facilitate simultaneous global development of a

Accumulated knowledge of the impact of intrinsic and

A: While ISCR would not be able to comment on

drug and reduce the number of clinical studies conducted

extrinsic factors, and global sharing of experiences in

individual companies or groups, even if there have been

separately in each region, thereby minimizing unnecessary

various regions, can facilitate reliance of data generated

challenges in the past, they were the exception rather

duplication of studies. MRCTs have been recognized as an

across the regions. It is also pertinent to note that when

than the rule and there are now appropriate control

efficient way to enable recruitment of the planned number

data is analysed from global clinical development

steps and oversight being implemented. ISCR strongly

of trial subjects within a reasonable time frame when either

programs involving multi-regional clinical trials, ethnic

believes that the state of business in India should not be

the disease and/or condition is rare (e.g., an enzyme

variability has not been observed across both several

too dissimilar to other countries where clinical trials are

deficiency disorder), for special (e.g., elderly, pediatric)

ethnic groups as well as medicines, and it is also

conducted. We would like to encourage everyone to focus

populations, or when very large numbers of subjects are

postulated that the likelihood of the Indian population

on the current situation and move away from negative

required from the perspective of proving efficacy and safety

alone behaving differently from all other ethnic groups is

narratives related to events of the past. In light of the

(e.g., cardiovascular outcome studies for diabetes drugs,

low. ISCR would also like to emphasize that while member

more positive changes in the regulatory environment,

vaccine efficacy studies). It allows for an objective

companies may have data from local studies that have

including the New Drugs and Clinical Trials Rules, 2019,

examination of the applicability of a treatment to diverse

been conducted with their own compounds and the data

and the need to provide access to new medicines which

populations.

would fall into the above reasoning, it could be possible

would not be possible without conducting global clinical

that the regulatory agency has observed ethnic variability

trials, both global and local sponsors have put in place

The intrinsic and/or extrinsic factors that are believed or

for compounds. The scientific community will be

robust mechanisms for ensuring that Good Clinical

suspected to impact upon responses to the drug can be

enlightened if this data is published in the public domain.

Research Practice is implemented in letter and spirit.

ethnic factors upon the efficacy or safety of a product.

further evaluated based on data from various regions

According to some studies, 85% of clinical trials fail to

spectrum. While investments in oncology R&D will

retain enough patients, 70% of participants live over

continue to be key for several sponsors, there is also the

two hours from a research site, and in 50% of studies,

resurgence of interest in other areas. Patient centricity is

participants find it difficult to stay enrolled due to poor

a key factor of the future of clinical trials and stakeholders

health.

are trying to incorporate the patient voice in clinical trials,
not as a tokenism but with a seat at the table for

No wonder then that one of the most significant

discussions on design of the studies, endpoints, electronic

changes in the clinical trials landscape during COVID-19

patient-reported outcomes.

has been greater adoption of decentralized
approaches, with even regulators adapting to permit
such trials, a recent virtual conference heard.
Q: Finally, looking ahead, how do you see
COVID-19 re-shaping the broader clinical research
landscape – do you expect the dominance of
oncology as a segment for trials to tail off or
sharp shifts in the distribution of clinical trial
activity globally or a greater digital connect with
patients?
A: The pandemic has certainly put more focus on
infectious diseases, vaccine and diagnostics as areas
which need more research to be carried out. India has a
fair share of communicable and non-communicable
diseases and would have to balance investments in R&D
to ensure that patients are benefited across the

Pandemic
Perspectives:
Shifting
Research
Realities After
COVID-19 Place
Decentralized
Trials Center
Stage

Executive Summary

With decentralized trials (DCTs) here to stay, new roles

Varying Stages Of Adoption

Agreeing that decentralized trials are here to stay,

in clinical research are likely to be created, or existing

experts discussed in a recent meeting ways in which

roles expanded, to adapt to the shift from site-focused

the pharma research landscape is set to change. With

to patient-centered trials, said panelists at the 14th

nearly 85% of the industry at different stages of

annual conference of the Indian Society for Clinical

adoption, such trials have seen greater traction in the

Research (ISCR).

BY VIBHA RAVI

US, while stricter data privacy laws have hampered
progress in Europe, ISCR’s annual conference heard.

“It will be a continuum. Monitors will have access to a
lot more data in real time and can play a more

mainstream.”

Pandemic Perspectives

Data Corporation (IDC), said while 52 DCTs are listed on
clinicaltrials.org (17 observational and 35

One year on from the World Health

As use of technology and devices like wearables

interventional), “it’s a matter of terminology” and the

Organization declaring COVID-19 a global

becomes commonplace, automated data analysis will

number of such trials is significantly higher in reality.

pandemic on 11 March 2020, editors across

play an increasingly important role in trials, he

Informa Pharma Intelligence publications are

predicted.

taking a closer look at its impact and possible

“I haven’t seen any specific statistics published on this
but I feel a significant number of trials that are being

lasting implications for the biopharma and

Adoption In APAC, India

approved have a lot of components of decentralization

medtech industries.

Levels of adoption of DCTs vary across the world, as

in them,” she added.

regulators are at different stages of preparedness for
the change, panelists felt. While the US has been at the

Jain said such trials are taking place in Asia-Pacific,

proactive approach rather than reactive," said Rajesh

forefront, with the Food and Drug Administration

including in India, though not all are meant for

Jain, principal consultant clinical solutions at PharmaLex

having gradually created a regulatory pathway since

registration studies or marketing authorization.

(India), a services provider to pharmaceutical, biotech

2007, the European Medicines Agency has also been

and medtech industries. "New roles will come up -

proactive. However, data privacy concerns have held

perhaps a patient support help desk - and there will be

back greater adoption in Europe.

The Patient Will See You Now

a shift from monitoring to patient relationship and
support as technology components become more

Nimita Limaye, research vice-president at International

For companies looking for a framework to enable DCTs,
the panelists advised setting up an internal team with
multiple stakeholders to drive the initiative, identify the

Industry surveys indicate that around 85% of the industry is at [various]
stages of adopting different levels of decentralized trials. COVID gave proof of
concept. It’s a huge shift and I see it as an attitudinal evolution and digital
revolution.”

right technology and consider the therapeutic areas

Nimita Limaye, Research VP, International Data Corporation

approach that tries to keep patients at home," said

suited to such trials. However, patient centricity is
paramount.
“From get-go, it should be an adaptable and scalable

Global survey by Informa
Connect (conducted May 2020)
Over nine out of 10 respondents
expect COVID-19 to catalyze DCTs.
76% of respondents suggested the
pandemic is leading to increased use
of DCTs.
25% of ongoing trials featured DCT
components.
Trialtrove noted more confirmed DCT
starts in June 2020 than any other
month on record.
Strong expectation of momentum
towards DCT continuing over next two
years.
85% likely or certain to see increases,
while just 4% indicated further
adoption is unlikely.

Isaac Rodriguez-Chavez, senior vice-president, scientific

Topol wrote, 'The Patient Will See You Now,' and this is

and clinical affairs at PRA Health Sciences, a global

what we are really moving towards with patient

contract research organization.

experience or 'Px.' The technology for the
implementation plan has to be truly centered around

"Not one size fits all – look at the nature of the disease,

the patient, keeping patient optionality in mind…so

the target population, which technology needs to be

keeping a modular approach. You may have situations

customized, what endpoints need to be measured for

where some patients may not be comfortable doing

the trial to be synchronized with an electronic platform,

things remotely, while others may love it,” observed

can the investigational material be delivered safely, are

IDC’s Limaye.

we in compliance with regulations and can you deploy it
across different geographic areas, so take a holistic

Monitoring Adverse Events

approach,”

While adverse or serious adverse events might seem
more difficult to monitor in such studies given the

While the health journey of a clinical trial participant

virtual nature of interaction between a trial participant

and technology customization are essential to keep in

and an investigator, it is possible to remotely handle

mind while designing an ecosystem for DCTs, quality

such events, the ISCR meeting heard.

assurance, communications plan and data flow also
need to be paid heed to, Rodriguez-Chavez observed.

“It’s about the way we set up an alert mechanism and
the way we set up a response system for an

“This reminds me of the title of the book that Dr. Eric

investigator or a primary care physician to act. We have

In India, around 80 trials are using a component of a digital tech for data
collection.”
Rajesh Jain, principal consultant, Clinical Solutions, PharmaLex (India)

healthcare delivery systems around - patients are

first and we used geo-fencing to create alerts for the

centric approach, they are still a key component along

generally in good reach of a system – so how do we

investigator. Our patients and investigators found this

with technology,” she observed.

build that last mile of connect. We don’t need to build

to be one of the most useful tools,” he added.

such systems. They exist and it’s only a matter of

However, clinical sites are concerned about access to

connecting the right dots,” noted Rajneesh Patil, vice

data and at times technology is seen “as a burden”,

president, Global Site Management at IQVIA in the US.

If we set up the pipelines right for
data integration and assimilation and
exposing data in near real-time to
the monitoring process, it [adverse
event monitoring] can be done.”

The Research Site Perspective

given that investigators have not just to train patients

The majority of trial participants want the enhanced

on using a device or an application but also need to

convenience of a DCT, said PRA Health Science’s

ensure compliance. While some also feel it would be

Rodriguez-Chavez. “The patient community is very

difficult to establish a “connect” to patients, it could be

supportive – it’s less disruptive, it's transformative,

easier in real life as the effort and time to travel to a site

more inclusive of diverse populations breaking

is cut down, Limaye added.

geographic barriers that traditionally existed – for
example, in inclusion of people living in rural or difficult

“However, it should be approached on a case-by-case

to access areas.”

basis as in some serious diseases or conditions,
empathy and a physical connect is required. Significant

Rajneesh Patil, VP, Global Site Management, IQVIA
However, IDC’s Limaye said employees at research sites

pieces of DCTs are here to stay, but it won’t apply to

were skeptical due to an underlying fear that such sites

everything.”

PharmaLex (India)’s Jain also spoke about the role of

might lose relevance and may no longer be required in

"geo-fencing", which is the use of global positioning

DCTs.

systems or radio frequency identification technology to
create a virtual geographic boundary, thus enabling

“But we know now that they are not going away – it’s

software to trigger a response when a mobile device

their operating model that is changing. There was a

enters or leaves a particular area, in creating such alerts.

survey and two-thirds of the sites said they will be very
happy to pivot to this model and do whatever it takes to

“A patient is just probably walking into the nearest

adapt. They are a big piece of what is happening.

healthcare center instead of informing the investigator

Though we’re moving from a site-centric to a patient-

Click here or press enter for the accessibility optimised version
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A Peek At
How Janssen’s
Supply Chain
Withstood
COVID-19
Disruptions
Exec Outlines Preparedness To
Distribute COVID-19 Vaccine

BY ANJU GHANGURDE

Executive Summary

If supply chain and logistics teams in pharma were

A senior executive of Janssen’s supply chain leadership

traditionally seen as behind-the-scenes operations

team outlines how the company handled activities in

types, then the coronavirus pandemic has changed that

Asia Pacific at the height of the coronavirus outbreak,

dramatically, putting these functions front and center.

including ensuring continuous and rapid supplies of
critical medicines in China. The company is also

As global supply chain networks tottered during the

prepping against “multiple scenarios” to ensure global

early days of COVID-19, senior executives had to juggle

access for its potential COVID-19 vaccine.

multiple priorities while dealing with unprecedented
disruptions. Keeping a cool head in such circumstances

was crucial, said Chris Ewer, vice-president for Janssen

and outlined the preventive measures that we would

“There were major logistics concerns for cross-province

Supply Chain (Asia Pacific).

undertake. With their support, we were able to restart

movements. Highways were congested due to the

earlier and ensure our product was available for the

multiple checks, seaports were also bottle-necked due

With a key manufacturing plant and supply chain

customers and patients who needed it,” the executive

to lunar new year orders, and ground transport to

innovation hub in Xian, China, the executive had his

said, outlining a range of preventive/safety measures

move products from ports to the main lands were

task cut out. “In the early days, our challenge was to

that the firm implemented for employees.

scarce,” Ewer said, referring to the situation on ground

adjust forecast plans to accommodate the sudden

at the time.

surge in demand for medicines, while at the same time

These included temperature screenings before

we had to manage our shrinking workforce,” Ewer, also

employees boarded the company bus and entered the

But a cool head and some “creative solutions” to get

a member of the Janssen World Wide Supply Chain

site and ensuring that masks were worn throughout the

products to patients paid off, while the Chinese

Leadership Team, said in an interview with Scrip.

site except at meal times - even that "facing one

government was “very supportive” and worked closely

direction at lunch."

in tandem, advising the firm on the best way to ensure

Part of the workforce in China couldn’t get back from

patient access to critical medicines.

Creative Solutions To Get Products To
Patients

For example, the company flew active pharmaceutical

But as the coronavirus outbreak peaked, lockdowns

ingredients directly to Xian instead of passing through

But Janssen swung into action to ensure the flow of

posed significant challenges around moving products

Shanghai and Beijing ports to minimize delays and also

supplies, backed by local government support. Ewer

inter-province within China.

worked with the Xian high-tech zone to allocate one toll

their home towns post the lunar new year break in late
January or then needed to be put on quarantine.

shared an example wherein, going by demand and

gate for incoming and outgoing trucks, carrying its

production planning, the company had to restart a

Products had to be shifted from one truck to another

packaging line for one of its products in the week of 3

prior to entering a province and Ewer noted that the

February to prevent an "out-of-stock situation”; Xian’s

number of drivers “kept decreasing” given quarantine

“And we worked with internal functions and supported

government directive was for the site to open on 10

requirements when they left their home province.

by the government to expedite product testing and

February.

Commercial flights were also limited, posing challenges

custom clearance for imported products to ensure

to bring imported products into the country.

access to medicine is continuous and critical medicines

“We sent in our proposal to restart the packaging line

products.

are delivered within 72 hours,” Ewer explained.

The team’s “patient-centric mindset” helped avoid

“so many of our routes are already pre-booked long in

supply constraints and the company could continuously

advance and our strong ongoing relationships allow us

Supply Chains Must Build In
Resiliency

meet the demands, despite all the challenges faced.

to partner very closely in ensuring nothing gets missed.”

Ewer is less direct on whether he envisages more
permanent deglobalization of supply chains hereon,

Many Routes Pre-Booked Long In
Advance

A long-timer with the Johnson & Johnson family of

but like some other experts emphasizes the need to

companies, Ewer asserted that Janssen’s global supply

build resiliency through diversification to offset risks

On how things stand currently, especially around

chain has performed “very well” during the pandemic

posed by factors such as natural disasters, political

demand and supply for air cargo and whether pharma

and continues to service all parts of Asia-Pacific

upheaval and disease outbreaks. (Also see "The Golden

has had to jostle for space with other industries, Ewer

ensuring undisrupted supply of critical medicines to

Winged Warbler And Creating Pharma Supply Chain

explained that working out distribution priorities quickly

patients.

Immunity" - Pink Sheet, 26 Oct, 2020.)

has been vital in the past nine months as the supply
chain fractured.
The company had to buy up and secure freight routes,
especially for some cold-chain products in the
immunology and oncology segment that go via aircraft;

The current situation should serve as a powerful reminder that all supply
chains must build in resiliency as a core value."
Chris Ewer, vice-president, Janssen Supply Chain (Asia Pacific)

the storage facilities have to be controlled at between 2
and 8 degrees Celsius.
Janssen, he added, stays committed to its investment in

The current situation, he said, should serve as a

He underscored the importance of continuing to

new supply chain capabilities including advanced digital

powerful reminder that all supply chains must build in

“predict and simulate what’s needed” and logistics

and AI platforms, designed to help improve its abilities

resiliency as a “core value.”

partners are now being informed several months in

to serve customers. Like many industries the pandemic

advance on slot requirements in their aircraft.

is expected to help accelerate some of this work with

He added that protecting the resiliency of the supply

improved forecasting, real-time supply chain visibility

chain is also about people. “We continuously grow our

and customer connections.

employees’ capabilities to ensure that we are meeting

Ewer clarified that these partners are utilized
consistently as part of the normal supply chain model

unique regulatory needs of the different markets. Our

current diversification is what has allowed us to

the quality and integrity of our vaccine. The unique

& Company, has estimated that global coverage of

navigate this incredibly challenging pandemic without

sensor technology we use allows us to see our vaccines

COVID-19 vaccines for the next two years will need up

disruption to the patients and consumers we serve.”

in transport in real-time, utilizing cutting-edge analytics,”

to ~200,000 pallet shipments and ~15 million deliveries

Ewer explained.

in cooling boxes, as well as ~15,000 flights across the

COVID-19 Vaccine Distribution Prep

various supply chain set-ups.

The robustness of Janssen’s overall supply chain will

He remains confident of the company’s existing

likely be put to test in the days to come as the firm

channels to deliver its vaccine to customers, especially

gears up to roll out its COVID-19 vaccine candidate,

in view of the “small size” of the vials and the packaging

JNJ-78436735, if it’s cleared by regulators and things go

configuration space requirements.

according to plan.
“We believe our current distribution channels include
Ewer explained that Janssen is “planning against

enough temperature-controlled trucks, containers and

multiple scenarios” in order to ensure global access,

planes to deliver our vaccine to those in need around

once the vaccine is approved and will leverage its

the world,” he asserted.

current, “very extensive” transportation and warehouse
capabilities, which it has on a global scale, including the

J&J recently initiated a second Phase III trial (ENSEMBLE

Xian hub.

2) of JNJ-78436735, this time testing a two-dose
regimen. The adenovirus-based vaccine is already being

The company expects to use the same cold-chain

evaluated as a single-dose regimen in the Phase III

technologies it uses today to transport treatments for

ENSEMBLE study, which is enrolling up to 60,000

cancer, immunological disorders and other medicines

participants worldwide. (Also see "Coronavirus Update:

for its vaccine as well.

CureVac's EU Vaccine Deal, J&J's New Vaccine Study,
BioNTech/Fosun Get China Go-Ahead" - Scrip, 18 Nov,

“Each pallet of our vaccine will include track-and-trace

2020.)

technologies that will give us real-time location,
temperature and other information needed to maintain

A paper by DHL, with analytical support from McKinsey

Will India’s
$3bn Incentive
Schemes Yield
A $41bn
Dividend?
Industry Commits $700m Under
First PLI Scheme

BY VIBHA RAVI

Executive Summary

It is not every day that a government rolls out a large

An new $2.1bn incentive scheme for formulations

fiscal stimulus. Yet supply disruptions due to COVID-19,

follows on from an earlier scheme for APIs in India.

the government’s ‘Make In India’ push and a realization

Experts weigh in on the likelihood of industry

of the country's dependence on China have prompted

participation and whether this $3bn push will result in

not one but two schemes by the Indian government

$41bn of incremental sales for the industry while

with potential to boost India’s manufacturing capability.

strengthening supply chains in a post-COVID world.
Following a profit-linked incentive (PLI) scheme
introduced in 2020 for production of certain critical raw

materials like penicillin G, the Indian government on 3

strengthen the hands of Indian companies capable of

March this year announced an INR150bn ($2.1bn) PLI

expanding their global footprint and ascending the

So Far...

scheme for makers of certain complex formulations,

value chain.

215 applications have been received for 36 of

excipients, phytopharmaceuticals, capsules and even

the 41 products, the ministry of chemicals and

invitro diagnostic devices. Detailed guidelines are yet to

Broader in scope, it also offers companies freedom in

fertilizers said on 11 March. 19 applications with

emerge, but industry associations have welcomed the

choosing focus areas unlike the earlier one which listed

a committed investment of INR46bn have been

move, with a few experts expressing reservations about

41 active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), key starting

approved for fermentation-based products and

the minimum investment and sales criteria specified

materials (KSMs) and drug intermediates (DIs) that

a few chemical synthesis-based products.

and skepticism over the possibility of groundbreaking

applicants could produce.

However, no applications were received for

R&D.

neomycin, gentamycin, tetracycline, clindamycin

The scheme does align better with the thrust into

API Incentive Scheme Gets INR51bn
Commitment

complex generics and orphan drugs by Indian top

On 11 March, the government approved 14

players like Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd.,

applications under the first scheme, taking the total

After the scheme was notified, industry participants

C#766:Dr. Reddy's Laboratories Ltd.], Aurobindo

number of applications cleared to 33 and investment

asked for concessions, some of which were granted.

Pharma Limited, Cipla Limited, Lupin Limited, Torrent

committed by the industry so far to nearly INR51bn.

However, minimum investments specified under the

Pharmaceuticals Ltd., Alembic Pharmaceuticals Limited

With companies like Aurobindo, Aarti Industries

scheme for low margin products were a dampener for

and Zydus Cadila.

Limited, Hetero Drugs Ltd. and Macleods

the top Indian firms, with Aurobindo being an

Pharmaceuticals Ltd. having got approvals, it is

exception. The company made a strategic investment in

As a result, unlike the first PLI scheme, which sought to

expected to ensure supply chain continuity with

Penicillin-G production given its large portfolio of

create capacity in APIs that do not offer high margins,

domestically available materials.

antibiotics derived from it. 95 applications for certain

this scheme could see better uptake by such
companies.

and dicyandiamide.

products will be considered until 31 March, it added.
During the height of the COVID-19 crisis, the pinch of a
high dependence on China had prompted the Indian

Lion’s Share For Large Companies

While the first INR69.4bn PLI scheme focused on

government to draw up a list of some critical APIs,

The PLI scheme divides the incentives under three

reducing dependence on China, this scheme aims to

KSMs and DIs in consultation with the industry.

groups (see table), reserving nearly 73% of the corpus

For the first PLI scheme meant for APIs, KSMs and DIs,
expenditure incurred on land required for the project
was not considered as investment while research and
development related capital expenditure and product
development costs as well as new plant, machinery and
equipment purchases were.

Note – All figures are in INR

The government will have to tread lightly here by not
or INR110bn for companies which have financial year

develop global champions from India,” said Sudarshan

leaving too many components out of the picture to

2019-20 global manufacturing revenue (GMR) equal to

Jain, secretary general of Indian Pharmaceutical Alliance

prevent an intentional cost inflation by companies just

or more than INR50bn.

(IPA). IPA counts some of India’s largest firms among its

to meet the minimum investment criteria.

members.

Spread Too Thin?

With only roughly the top 10 companies falling in this
bracket, each one could possibly be eligible to avail

Ashok Madan, executive director at Indian Drug

The second PLI scheme specifies three categories of

incentives to the tune of roughly INR10bn, said an

Manufacturers’ Association (IDMA), which has an

drugs which will qualify makers for incentives. Category

industry expert. However, the notification states that

equitable spread with over 1,000 industry members

I includes special capsules like hydroxypropyl

incentives will be capped per participant, with the

said the scheme will provide “a much bigger canvas to

methylcellulose and pullulan which have a vegetarian or

ceilings to be revealed in forthcoming guidelines.

help the industry”. The government has given an

green source, biopharmaceuticals, complex generic

assurance that micro, small and medium enterprises

drugs, patented drugs or those nearing patent expiry,

(MSMEs) will be given due share, he added.

cell-based or gene therapy drugs, orphan drugs,

The GMR requirement makes it clear the government is
incentivizing players which have the potential to make
large investments.

complex excipients, phytopharmaceuticals and other
However, guidelines will give a better understanding of

drugs as approved.

details like what constitutes global manufacturing
“It’s a very good scheme aimed at creating scale and the

revenue (GMR) and which components of a company’s

APIs, KSMs and DIs fall in the second category while

way the incentives have been designed with a focus on

expenditure on such a project would be considered as

Category III includes repurposed, autoimmune,

differentiated products, it creates an ecosystem to

investment.

oncology, anti-diabetes, anti-infective, cardiovascular,

experts terming them achievable and others finding

New PLI scheme

them restrictive.

Under the second PLI scheme, an investment of INR150bn, total incremental sales of around INR3tn and

For the first year of production, participants need to

incremental exports of nearly INR2tn are estimated during six years from FY2023 to fiscal ’28.

achieve minimum threshold sales which will be
specified by value for each group in the guidelines to

20,000 direct and 80,000 indirect jobs are expected to be added as a result. However, given the way the

follow. For subsequent years, a minimum 7% year-on-

scheme is structured, success will depend on whether the cream of the industry is ready to play ball. If it

year growth will be required to avail incentives, which

does, the cumulative quantitative and qualitative impact of the two schemes might give Indian industry the

have been set out at 10% of incremental sales value for

leg-up it has been looking for.

Category I and II products for first four years, 8% for the
fifth year and 6% for the sixth year of production under
the scheme.

psychotropic and antiretroviral drugs. It also includes

success given that incentives are effectively for six

invitro diagnostic devices, other drugs as approved and

years,” he added.

drugs not manufactured in India. So far caps have not

This has been set at 5% of incremental sales value for
Category III products for the first four years, 4% for the

been placed on the proposed incentives under each

The duration of the scheme is from financial year

head falling under a category.

2020-21 to FY29. This includes the period for the

fifth year and 3% for sixth year of production.

processing of applications (FY21), optional gestation

“The government has taken a consultative approach to

An industry expert said the categories included are so

period of one year (FY22), incentive for six years and

framing policies. The scheme is workable and industry

wide-ranging that the government might find that

FY29 for disbursal of incentive for sales of FY28.

talks are taking place right now. Companies will invest

incentives are spread too thin to make a meaningful

and focus on differentiated products and might adopt a
combination of approaches from upgrading the

entered segments like cell and gene therapies, so those

Conditions Restrictive, But
Achievable

are more like a moonshot. It’s not a bad idea to make a

Opinion was divided on some of the conditions like a

product,” said IPA’s Jain.

provision for the future but let’s face it – companies will

minimum investment requirement and minimum

invest where they see a better and quicker chance of

threshold sales specified in the scheme, with some

impact. “Besides, established companies haven’t even

product range to getting into a higher value, complex

The minimum investment criterion of INR10bn over five

years specified for large companies could be met given

ranked at 36 and 48 respectively in Scrip 100, need to

that they have substantial funds and if sales in a

break into the rarified space that top league companies

particular year don’t achieve 7% growth, “the earth

like No.1 Pfizer Inc. occupy remains to be seen.

won’t fall, they just won’t get the incentive”, said an
expert.
Another disagreed. “How can you think of investing
INR2bn per year for five years? Then, there is a
requirement of 7% increase in sales every year. It
doesn’t make sense given uncertainty in business.
Surprisingly, there is no interest in using the 35-40%
capacity lying idle at brownfield units,” he said. For the
first PLI scheme, only 83 of over 3000 firms applied, he
emphasized.
Whatever the case, the scheme’s success depends on
enthusiastic participation by the industry. While
previous governments have attempted support via bulk
drugs parks for cheaper, common infrastructure
support as well as tax breaks, the Bharatiya Janata
Party-led government has introduced sales-linked
incentives that make it easy for companies to pursue
growth irrespective of location.
Whether this will prove to be the push that companies
like Sun Pharmaceuticals and Aurobindo, currently

Click here or press enter for the accessibility optimised version

China

David Now
Goliath? Made
In China PD-1s
Sought After By
Multinationals
Eager For New Products As
Market Evolves

BY BRIAN YANG

Executive Summary

Being the originator of the first domestically developed

From relatively little-known to high-flying, hotly pursued

PD-1 inhibitor to compete head on with global

targets by global pharma players, Chinese domestically

heavyweights such as Bristol Myers Squibb Company

developed immuno-oncology drugs are ascending in

and Merck & Co., Inc., Chinese firm Shanghai Junshi

both value and attractiveness, both inside China and far

Biosciences Co., Ltd. is now setting its sights on

beyond.

launching its immuno-oncology drug in both the US
and China, aided partially by new multinational partner
AstraZeneca PLC.

A deal signed on 1 March allows the Shanghai-based

portfolio, Junshi has a more specialized product lineup.

Junshi joins other Chinese oncology specialists

drug maker to license part of the marketing rights in

Leveraging an existing sales network will be more cost-

BeiGene, Innovent and CStone Pharmaceuticals Co. Ltd.

China to the UK giant, in a move that leverages its well-

efficient and competitive than establishing an in-house

to have signed large deals with major multinationals

developed sales network in China, including within the

salesforce from scratch, Wang added.

including Novartis AG and Eli Lilly and Company, and

vast but diffuse county-level hospital market.

EQRx, Inc. in CStone's case, to market China-originated
The deal comes hot on the heels of Junshi’s alliance

PD-1 drugs in the US and European markets.

Junshi will grant AstraZeneca the exclusive promotion

with US company Coherus BioSciences, Inc., which

right to Tuoyi (toripalimab) in mainland China for the

agreed to co-develop and market the PD-1 drug in the

'Broad Market' Fades

urothelial carcinoma indication and for all indications in

US market. (Also see "As China Prices Drop, Junshi

There has been a roller coaster ride in the pharma

non-core areas, while the Shanghai firm retains rights in

Looks To Coherus To Take PD-1 Global" - Scrip, 4 Feb,

sector's push to reach hundreds of millions of potential

core areas.

2021.)

patients in the lower-tier, broad market market in
China.

The two companies also said they would continue to

With toripalimab now also being covered by China's

look at other partnership opportunities, including in

National Drug Reimbursement List, joining other

During the heyday, many multinationals invested

emerging markets, and at "expanding the depth and

domestic PD-1s from Innovent Biologics, Inc., BeiGene,

heavily in building out extensive sales networks, with

breadth" of future collaborations.

Ltd. and Hengrui Therapeutics, Inc., Junshi is poised to

companies such as AZ, Pfizer Inc. and Sanofi all rapidly

maximize market potential and promote its product in

expanded their reach.

The deal aims to accelerate a global entry for the drug,

more market segments, including the county-level

Junshi chief scientific officer Gang Wang told Scrip.

sector, the so-called "broad market".

“Without a large sales team for a smaller player like

But this trend has cooled down significantly and in late
2018, when the Chinese government first implemented

Junshi, the tie-up with a large, established player can

“Leveraging AZ’s extensive networks from many years in

a volume-based procurement scheme, many drug

quickly launch products in more market segments in a

China and particularly in the county market segment,

makers scrambled to cope with a new commercial

cost-effective way.”

we believe the drug…will achieve more success,” Junshi

reality in which a centralized bulk purchasing

CEO Li Ning said. Toripalimab was the first domestically

mechanism increasingly took center stage.

Unlike Jiangsu Hengrui Medicine Co., Ltd., a domestic

developed PD-1 to be approved in China, back in 2018

innovative drug developer with a large product

for melanoma, a less prevalent cancer type in China.

Soon after the pilot "4+7" program in major cities

initiated in 2018, the government expanded volume-

market.

based purchasing to as many as 25 provinces and
covering many widely prescribed drugs.

Not only immuno-oncology therapies but more drugs
from China, including best-in-class, me-toos and me-

The procurement system has drastically reduced the

betters, will follow a similar path to global market entry,

need for the thousands-strong salesforces that

He predicted.

pharma companies had built up over the years in
China, meaning many are now actively looking for more
new products, including partnering to market these in
China.

More Global Entries?
One investor told Scrip that the entry of Chinaoriginated PD-1s in the US market will create openings
for more made in China innovative oncology products.
“[Due to their low costs and efficacy] PD-1s from China
to the US will be somehow felt like generics to brand
drugs,” predicted He Xinlin, a partner at Indaco Capital,
a Beijing-based healthcare early-stage investment firm.
As the US public and private health insurers are looking
ways to cut medical costs, and the new Biden
administration is expected to renew calls to address
ballooning drug prices, Chinese-made PD-1s are
expected to grow in the world’s largest single pharma

How A Small
Chinese
Biotech Is
Taking On
mRNA Vaccine
Giants
Ex-Moderna Scientist's New Venture

BY BRIAN YANG

Executive Summary

Announced by Mexico's foreign minister Marcelo

Originated by a Suzhou-based biotech founded two

Ebrard on 11 May, a China-developed mRNA vaccine

years ago and now being jointly developed with WalVax,

for COVID-19 is now entering Phase III development in

China’s first homegrown mRNA COVID-19 vaccine is

the country, which has been battling surging cases and

now entering the final stages of development.

new virus variants.
Mexico has already ordered other Chinese vaccines,
including CoronaVac from Sinovac Biotech Ltd. and a
similar inactivated virus-based vaccine from state-

owned Sinopharm Group Co. Ltd., as well as an

“Vaccine development is a very specialized area and we

In August 2020, Ying and researchers at Beijing

adenovirus-based vaccine from CanSino Biologics Inc..

lack experience developing it in China,” Ying told local

Proteome Research Center, National Center for Food

The new study, however, will potentially usher in the

drug development portal Tongxieyi in an interview last

and Drug Control published a phase I study results in

first vaccine made in China to use the advanced

October. “Through collaboration, we can leverage the

Cell Press, in which they show that it "stability test

platform which has been so successful for several

expertise of an established company to accelerate our

results showed that our formulation maintained in vivo

western developers.

learning and growth, and also to lower risks and realize

delivery efficiency at 4C and 25C for at least 1 week".

synergy,” he added.
The candidate has been developed by ABOGEN INC, a

From first development to the final stage of trials,

biotech startup founded in January 2019 in Suzhou’s

To this end, in May the small firm announced it had

mRNA vaccines have broken records for what is usually

Biobay area, where a large biotech cluster has formed

chosen Walvax Biotechnology Co Ltd as a partner to

a time-consuming clinical process.

over the last decade.

jointly develop its mRNA vaccine, ARCoV. A Shenzhenlisted vaccine developer, WalVax appeared eager to

With a thought to “do something," Ying started Abogen

Company founder BoYing previously worked at

jump aboard the fast-moving COVID-19 vaccine

in January 2019 and decided to take on mRNA vaccine

Onkaido Theraputics, a venture under Moderna, Inc.,

bandwagon.

as the startup’s first major project. Development has

and before that at Dicerna Pharmaceuticals, Inc. as a

since steamed forward, aided by China’s determination

senior scientist and group leader. Boston-based

Aside from Abogen, the major Shanghai Fosun

to develop a full line of vaccines to fight the pandemic,

Moderna is one of two developers to have successfully

Pharmaceutical (Group) Co., Ltd. has also signed a

starting from well-tried platforms to those based on the

developed and launched an mRNA COVID-19 vaccine,

licensing agreement to manufacture BioNTech's mRNA

latest technical methods.

after Pfizer Inc./BioNTech SE, while US biotech Dicerna

vaccines in China.

is a front-trunner in RNA drug development.

Aside from WalVax, the China Military Academy of

Record Speed

Medical Science, a partner of CanSino for its adenovirus

His LinkedIn profile shows that Ying has at least seven

The notable difference for Abogen's ARCoV is it a

vaccine, also became a partner of Abogen’s from early

years' experience in RNA technology from working in

themostable mRNA vaccine, meaning it's stable

on.

the two companies, but he has recognized that mRNA

between 4C to 25C in at least one week, requiring less

vaccine development is different ball game, especially

strict colds torage.

for a newly founded bioventure.

The combination of an innovative startup by a US
returnee, a large domestic player and a research

organization with government backing proved able to

available to a country with a 1.4 billion population, Ke

Goal: Moderna

propel potentially the first made in China mRNA vaccine

Wu, CEO of BravoVax Co Ltd, a Wuhan-based domestic

With years of experience at Dicerna and Moderna, Ying

to the world stage. Officials in China have said that first

vaccine maker told Scrip in an earlier interview.

positioned his vaccine as a director competitor to

mRNA vaccine would be available within this year.

Moderna, Pfizer/BioNTech and CureVac NV. Both
“The government makes sure the vaccines are safe and

Moderna and BioNTech use a liposome nanoparticle

In May 2020, Abogen got the green light for an

has a Plan B of developing ones other than inactivated

carrier (LNP) to transport the protein into the body, in-

investigative new drug application from China’s

vaccines. The plan for alternatives generated

house for Moderna while BioNTech licensed this from a

regulatory agency, the National Medical Products

opportunities [for innovative vaccines],” said the vaccine

partner for its BNT162B2 vaccine. Abogen developed its

Administration. The startup’s then nine-person team

development veteran.

own LNP rather than licensing from others.

process and Ying frequently stood in front of his office

With China’s early focus on backing state-owned

Cambridge, MA-based Moderna has fast become a

desk to force himself to focus, he recalled in the

developer China National Biotec Group to launch its

leading global biotech given its rapid vaccine

interview.

inactivated virus-based COVID-19 vaccines, this left

development, which was driven in large part by support

small players such as Abogen with more time to select

from the US government and other investors. Similarly,

the antibody and optimize mRNA development.

Abogen has been on fertile ground and is a rapidly

didn’t take a single day off during the development

Small Player Advantage
When setting up Abogen, Ying chose mRNA as a

rising biotech startup after a mere two years of

platform technology for multiple potential therapies for

Ying said he had contemplated among nearly 10

cancer, infectious diseases and rare conditions caused

sequences and chosen a receptor-binding domain-

by protein deficiencies.

based sequence for the vaccine, based on ensuring

The company’s chosen location, Suzhou, has

clinical success.

meanwhile become China’s answer to Boston for

But the fast-spreading coronavirus outbreak forced the

existence.

biotech startups. The local government has made

company to focus on vaccines, a sector that wasn’t

Money followed and publicly-traded WalVax pledged

attractive offers to lure US and overseas returnees to

initially prioritized but in which a small biotech has an

CNY80m ($12m) for joint development; its shares have

set up shop and the Biobay biotech cluster has

advantage over larger and state-owned companies,

since soared 30%.

become a go-to spot.

given their general lack of innovation and the Chinese
government’s goal to have a full line of vaccines

Despite Abogen's mRNA vaccine entering Phase III in

Mexico in a planned 6,000 volunteer study, Ying said
mRNA technology still has a long way to go in China,
due to it being so novel that it will require a whole
supply chain to nurture.
“Not only investors but also researchers, we need more
to get mRNA more familiar,” Ying told Tongxieyi. “More
experts can help address the common issues we face
and facilitate the early arrival of a mRNA therapies era.”
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India

Pandemic
Perspectives:
20-Plus
Vaccines In
Development
As India Tackles
COVID-19
Surge
Will Exports Resume In August?

BY VIBHA RAVI

Executive Summary

A little over a year into the COVID-19 pandemic, Indian

From mRNA to subunit vaccines, Indian companies

companies have 20 publicly known COVID-19 vaccines

have 20 COVID-19 vaccine candidates, while three have

in development, on platforms ranging from modern

already been approved. An August nod for Biological E

nucleic acid to the traditional inactivated/weakened

could not just cut down time to immunize the country's

virus.

population but also allow exports to resume.
Three have made the cut so far, with the domestic
regulator approving Serum Institute of India Pvt. Ltd.’s
Covishield, partnered with University of

Oxford/AstraZeneca PLC, Bharat Biotech’s Covaxin, in

Indian regulator’s nod by August. With a supply of

collaboration with the Indian Council of Medical

75-80 million doses at the time of launch projected by

Research and Dr. Reddy's Laboratories Ltd.’s/Russian

its managing director Mahima Datla, this contender

Direct Investment Fund (RDIF)’s Sputnik V.

could drastically cut down the time India needs to
vaccinate its eligible population.

As India grapples with a devastating second wave of the
pandemic, all eyes are on the candidates under

Biological E could also make available in India partner

development.

Johnson & Johnson’s vaccine after bridging studies, for
which approval has been sought. (Also see "Focus On

Among those in early stages, but promising

J&J, Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine Pricing As India Permits

nevertheless, is an mRNA candidate of Pune-based

Private Sales" - Scrip, 20 Apr, 2021.) (Also see "J&J Taps

Gennova Biopharmaceuticals, which has partnered

Biological E For Up To 500m Coronavirus Vaccine Doses

HDT Biotech. In Phase I trials now, its success would

A Year" - Scrip, 14 Aug, 2020.).

not only mark a milestone as the country’s first mRNA
vaccine but given the quicker production cycles, would

Besides, data readouts from Phase III of Zydus Cadila’s

also increase the quantum of vaccines available for

recombinant DNA-based vaccine are expected soon.

India’s own immunization program.

(Also see "Pre-Launch Demand Outstrips Supply For
Zydus COVID-19 Vaccine" - Scrip, 9 Feb, 2021.)

Bharat Biotech’s Washington School of Medicinepartnered intranasal candidate, also currently in Phase

The Indian company topping the R&D leader board,

I, holds hope for a much quicker deployment and lower

however, with five vaccines in the works, is Serum

vaccine hesitancy given that it wouldn’t involve a jab.

Institute. While partner Novavax, Inc.’s vaccine is close
to the finish line in countries such as the US, it’s in a

Those further along in the development cycle include

Phase II/III bridging study in India. An intranasal vaccine

Biological E Limited.’s candidate partnered with the US's

with Codagenix Inc. is in Phase I trials in the UK, one

Baylor College of Medicine, which is expected to get the

with SpyBiotech Limited and another with Dynavax

Technologies Corporation are undergoing trials in

A mathematical study conducted in different parts of

"Bharat Biotech Gets Shot In Arm With 81% Efficacy For

Australia, while a recombinant BCG vaccine is being

the country by premier institute, the Indian Institute of

COVID-19 Vaccine" - Scrip, 4 Mar, 2021.)

explored in India.

Technology in Kanpur, predicts India may face the third
wave of COVID-19 infections in October. On 5 May, the

Not all the candidates being developed will see the light

Principal Scientific Adviser to the government, K Vijay

of day, some just not proving effective during research

Raghavan, urged the country to prepare for it.

How long will it take to vaccinate
India’s eligible population?

and some developers finding it difficult to raise funds to
see through expensive clinical trials. But the regulatory

Much of India's insurance against future outbreaks will

environment has never been more favorable, with the

revolve around vaccines even as it shores up supplies

Drugs Controller General of India and its expert

of oxygen and COVID-19 drugs like remdesivir and

committees working overtime to examine and approve

tocilizumab while approving new therapies like antibody

clinical trials protocols and pore through trial results.

cocktails and pegylated interferons. (Also see
"Coronavirus Update: Moderna Donates More Doses,

Third Wave, India Vaccinations

Booster Shot Shows Efficacy" - Scrip, 5 May, 2021.)

Meanwhile, epidemiologists and experts are raising
flags about a third wave even as the second, having

Given that 168 million doses of COVID-19 vaccines had

thrown up a grim statistic of nearly 150 deaths per

been administered by 9 May, translating to 9% of total

hour in the last 10 days, is expected to begin subsiding

doses required for a two-dose vaccine for those 18

soon.

years and above, the country has a long way to go.
A silver lining is the likely addition of Biological E/Baylor
College’s candidate to the current mix and enhanced
Institute and Bharat Biotech, which should drastically

Export Resumption Hinges On New
Vaccines

cut down the time taken to immunize the eligible

India’s immunization numbers matter to those outside

population from 20 months to 8 months. (Also see

too, given that the government has temporarily put

availability of doses from RDIF/Dr Reddy’s, Serum

COVID-19 vaccine exports on hold as it struggles to
immunize its own population.

Top 10 Countries Supplied COVID-19
Vaccines By India

As political tempers have flared, the federal
government has been accused of vaccine diplomacy at
the cost of citizens' welfare. Though data show exports
of over 66 million doses of these vaccines by April, it’s
noteworthy that around 84% of the exports were part
of the exporting companies’ commercial supplies or
COVAX obligations, with just 16% being given away as
grants.

India's COVID-19 Vaccine Exports
(Total 66.4 million doses)

Serum Institute is supplying nearly 90% of the
requirement for India’s immunization program and until
recently also accounted for around 70% of the vaccines
supplied to COVAX. (Also see "UK As New Global Base,
Serum Institute Mulls Acquisition Or Greenfield Unit" Scrip, 5 May, 2021.)
As India’s vaccine arsenal grows, it’s expected to not
just relax its hold over Serum’s Covishield, allowing it to
meet supply commitments to AstraZeneca and COVAX,
but also to permit export of new ones from Serum,
Zydus Cadila, Aurobindo Pharma Limited and more.
(Also see "Aurobindo Expects Interim Phase II/III
COVID-19 Vaccine Data By July" - Scrip, 12 Feb, 2021.)

How Heads Of
Indian Firms
Rallied To
Sustain Global
Supplies Amid
COVID-19
Potential Of Telemedicine,
Digitalization Also In Focus

BY ANJU GHANGURDE

Executive Summary

The pandemic has fostered unprecedented levels of

The leadership of top Indian firms recounted at the IPA

collaboration in pharma across the globe and the

Forum how they got together on a joint 45-minute call

Indian industry has also witnessed camaraderie like

daily in the early phase of the pandemic to collaborate

never before.

and ensure uninterrupted supplies of medicines both
in India and globally. The executives also shared views

Top management executives of the six leading Indian

on telemedicine and digitalization trends at the event.

drug firms, Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd., Cipla
Limited, Lupin Limited, Zydus Cadila, Dr. Reddy's
Laboratories Ltd. and Torrent Pharmaceuticals Ltd. –

fierce competitors in normal times – indicated how they

half in jest, that he kind of misses the morning CEO]call

all got on to a call each day during the initial months of

– “ it is almost like 'get your cup of coffee and sit down

the pandemic to collectively address any pain points or

and discuss'…we discussed the most serious issues,

Manufacturing activity had recovered from 15-20% of

challenges and ensure uninterrupted medicine

mundane ones.” And because the top brass was

normal on 25 March 2020 (India announced a

supplies globally.

working together, the quality, manufacturing and

lockdown on 24 March), to almost 83-87% by early July,

human resources personnel started working in unison

while engagement with the Indian government and co-

“The biggest surprise for me was the incredible amount

in a “very structured manner”, solving issues not just for

ordination with ancillary industry associations ensured

of collaboration, whether it was within the industry,

an individual company but the industry as well, he said.

an uptick in activity in the ancillary services segment,

especially among the six of us and how we got on to a

issues around manpower movement in the early days.

from under 10% of normal in March to 70-75% in July,

45-minute call every single morning…that was

“And we addressed everything. The kind of documents

IPA data show. (Also see "COVID-19 Lock-Down: India

relentless, very helpful. Even with the government and

that we generated in this time on COVID-19

Pharma Manufacturing Limps Along Amid Challenges" -

across pharma and healthcare bodies, it was just

management, on the protocols to be followed, they

Scrip, 8 Apr, 2020.)

exceptional how industry rallied together,” Samina

became standards for industry. And it also became

Hamied, executive vice-chairperson of Cipla, declared at

standard for other sectors to consider,” Gupta said in

Sudarshan Jain, secretary general of the alliance, noted

a CEO panel discussion at the sixth India

the panel discussion. Guidelines for “Best Practices –

how the pharma industry demonstrated “tremendous

Pharmaceutical Forum, which went virtual this year.

Employee Safety During COVID-19 Crisis” for

reliability” despite challenges in the supply chain and

pharmaceutical employees and a protocol to handle

changes in the consumption pattern of medicines. The

The forum is organized each year by the Indian

COVID-19 cases in manufacturing facilities, which was

Indian pharma industry lived up to being the “pharmacy

Pharmaceutical Alliance, which represents leading

endorsed by the Indian Council of Medical Research,

of the world" by ensuring consistent global supplies to

domestic firms, with McKinsey & Company as the

were among the documents developed.

over 130 countries throughout the COVID-19 crisis, Jain

knowledge partner. The event draws participation from

said at a media roundtable during the forum.

Food and Drug Administration, EMA, MHRA, EDQM and

Industry Showed 'Tremendous
Reliability'

Data on pharma production, personnel movement and

India's Central Drugs Standard Control Organization.

The camaraderie clearly paid off and the Indian industry

ancillary services were shared on a daily basis with

could ramp up manufacturing and keep supplies

CEOs and the government to ensure steady supplies.

steady, despite the initial national lockdown in India and

“So there was 24/7 support from the industry,

leading regulators across the world including the US

Lupin’s managing director Nilesh Gupta noted, perhaps

government and others. Many a time there were
challenges but it was indeed an example of coordination between associations and the government
and it has become part of a case study of the Indian

There was so much support we received from everybody, whether it's the
internal team, external teams, the government agencies."

Institute of Management, Ahmedabad,” Jain added.

Zydus Cadila Chairman, Pankaj Patel

Indian firms also leveraged their manufacturing scale to

received from everybody, whether it’s the internal team,

Dilip Shanghvi, founder and managing director of Sun

supply key drugs including hydroxychloroquine (at the

external teams, the government agencies. That was a

Pharma, India’s top-ranked drug firm, noted how

time of the initial euphoria over its potential as an

big surprise that even during the lockdown, we could

teleconsultation has been available for a very long time

effective COVID-19 therapy) and paracetamol to the US

produce a kit, send it to the regulatory agencies in

and “never got any traction”, but became an important

and Europe, in addition to regular product supplies.

India, get an approval and put it on the market,” Patel

tool “overnight” for the treatment of patients by many

Subsequent studies such as the UK’s RECOVERY trial

said in the CEO panel discussion.

doctors amid the pandemic.

provide no clinical beneficial effect in patients

The first batch of 30,000 Covid Kavach Elisa Tests made

In the Indian context it has many advantages, he

hospitalized with COVID-19.

by Zydus Diagnostics was supplied in May last year to

explained, especially with a large part of the population

the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) free of

staying in semi-urban or smaller cities with limited

Zydus Cadila chairman Pankaj Patel recalled how the

cost. These kits were manufactured under technology

access to good doctors. He expects teleconsultation to

Gujarat-based company was requested by the Indian

transfer with the ICMR-National Institute of Virology of

continue even post-COVID-19.

government to produce a diagnostic kit for COVID-19

Pune for surveillance purposes.

indicated that drugs such as hydroxychloroquine

for surveillance purposes during the lockdown and

“Digitization of practices will allow doctors to use

could deliver on that, despite some labs being located

Telemedicine And Digitalization

analytics and have a better understanding of what

in another state (in Maharashtra) and some raw

Meanwhile, the CEO panel discussion, which marked

works and what doesn't, so that they can improve the

material being required from abroad, among other

the concluding session of the three-day forum, that ran

quality of outcome for their patients,” Shanghvi said on

logistics issues.

until 26 February, also delved into the potential of

the panel discussion, moderated by McKinsey & Co.

telemedicine and accelerating digitalization in the

managing partner Gautam Kumra.

“In spite of all that, there was so much support we

industry.

In a recent interview with Scrip, Sun’s billionaire chief

The number of smartphone subscriptions in India

everyone is trying to accelerate the “digital journey”, the

observed that India needs innovative solutions to meet

increased to 620 million in 2019 and is expected to

challenge will be around how to use the right digital

the healthcare requirements of people from diverse

reach one billion by 2025, predicts Ericsson’s Mobility

format for the right customer and the right

social, cultural and economic backgrounds.

report (June 2020 edition).

methodology.

“Teleconsultation will help in bridging the gaps that
guidelines issued by the Ministry of Health and Family

Bang For The Buck Vs Broad
Transformation

Welfare and the government’s initiatives like the

Interestingly, EY, which had surveyed the top 12

National Digital Health Mission would further endorse

pharmaceutical companies in India, had earlier

and drive the adoption of such platforms,” Shanghvi

indicated 80% had tied up with one or more

said at the time.

marketplace teleconsultation platforms, while 8% had

exist in our healthcare system. The new telemedicine

We will have to find a way to live with
it [COVID-19]. Maybe like the flu...we
may have a COVID-19 season."
Sun Pharma MD, Dilip Shanghvi

launched their own platform and the rest were
Zydus Cadila’s Patel was more emphatic about the

evaluating different means to adopt teleconsultation.

growing role of digitalization across all aspects of

“Making sure that you get bang for your buck versus

business, whether in manufacturing, marketing or other

“They may engage with teleconsultation platform

just doing every digital kind of transformation that you

activities. “Digital is here to stay and I think that is what

providers initially for developing a connect with the

perceive, I think will be another challenge for the

is going to happen ultimately,” Patel declared.

doctors and to help patients reach doctors through an

industry,” she said.

alternate channel, but in the long run, benefits of
He referred to the enhanced potential of

transaction data and analysis will help in fostering

Vaccination And Variants

teleconsultation, in part because of the large number of

revenue growth,” a September 2020 report by EY and

Notwithstanding a series of other forward-looking

smartphone users in India and also since a lot of

the IPA stated. The telemedicine market in India is

issues discussed by the CEO panel, most executives

people would basically prefer to save the time and cost

expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate of

emphasized at the IPA Forum that the pandemic is far

of travelling for consultations, although the approach

31% over the 2020-25 period to reach $5.5bn, the

from over and that the industry and public can't let

obviously isn't applicable to more serious health

report predicted.

their guard down and need to keep safety practices

conditions. In particular, he believes follow-up physician
visits will more likely move towards teleconsultations.

going.
Cipla’s Samina Hamied cautioned, however, that while

“We will have to find a way to live with it [COVID-19].
Maybe like the flu - [for which] there may be annual
recurrence during the flu season - we may have a
COVID-19 season,” Sun’s Shanghvi predicted.
Satish Reddy, chairman of Dr Reddy’s Laboratories,
added that the “two Vs” - variants of the virus and
vaccination - are among the key challenges ahead. The
pace of vaccination not just in India, but in other
countries as well, will be critical to get the pandemic
under control.
In addition, the issue of SARS-CoV-2 variants and the
effectiveness of vaccines against these, requirements
for potential booster shots and improved treatments
for COVID-19 alongside, all become very important,
Reddy emphasized. (Also see "SARS-CoV-2 Variants And
Current Vaccines: “It’s Not All Or Nothing”" - Scrip, 1
Mar, 2021.)
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Japan

Research
Industry
Presents
United Front
On Japan
Reforms
Strong IP Waiver Opposition

BY IAN HAYDOCK

Executive Summary

As discussions around an updated government policy

Three groups representing the domestic and

road map for the sector begin, the three main groups

multinational research-based pharma industry in Japan

representing the innovative pharma industry in Japan

present a unified position as they call for policy changes

have presented a united front in again calling for

they see as providing the right environment for

reforms to the country’s drug pricing and wider

investment, innovation and a sustainable healthcare

healthcare system.

system.
The joint wish list puts the greatest emphasis on the
creation and maintenance of an operating environment

conducive to investment in innovation and broader

The groups repeated their mantra that policy

adopted a new “company scoring” system to decide

reforms to realize efficiencies and cost savings in the

predictability and stability are prerequisites, especially

eligibility.

health system besides regular drug price cuts.

around reimbursement pricing under the national
health insurance system.

The three groups – JPMA, PhRMA and EFPIA – had

In addition, there was a shift towards annual (rather
than the regular biennial) regular price revisions based

individually covered much of the ground they went over

While dialog around the industry road map is welcome,

on actual market prices, expanded repricing of big-

in an evening online media conference in Tokyo, held

the industry groups have long been calling for holistic

selling drugs, and the adoption of a trial cost-

shortly after the latest in a series of “Kanmin Taiwa”

healthcare reform discussions involving all

effectiveness assessment scheme. The first of the “off-

(public-private dialog) meetings with the government

stakeholders, including patient groups, but were given

year” reductions was implemented this April.

over industry-related issues.

just three minutes to state their positions at the recent
dialog session.

But it was significant for them to come together at a

Nakayama, a former CEO of Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd.,
said the PMP system had been highly effective in

time when Japan is seen by the research sector as

Reimbursement Pricing Issues

helping overcome the lag in development and

continuing a string of policy changes over the past few

Kicking off proceedings, the president of the Japan

approvals in Japan versus other major markets, as it

years detrimental to companies’ propensity to invest in

Pharmaceutical Manufacturers’ Association, George

provided an attractive pricing incentive to developers.

bringing new drugs to the Japanese market, given what

Nakayama, again called for the reintroduction of the

Since the loss of the scheme, it has become “more

they view as increasingly uncertain commercial returns.

price maintenance premium (PMP) system. Introduced

difficult to recoup investment during the patent period.”

on a trial basis in April 2010, this originally exempted all
They said changes are needed to ensure Japanese

new drugs from Japan’s regular biennial price cuts until

The benefits of the PMP program were also borne out

patients’ access to effective new therapies and the

patent expiry, effectively maintaining initial

by hard data presented by EFPIA (the European

realization of the wider economic benefits associated

reimbursement prices.

Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and

with a strong healthcare system amid a rapidly aging

Associations) in 2019, showing the median delay in

society. For multinationals at least, one challenge is to

However, changes made in April 2018 significantly

approval applications in Japan had fallen by more than

ensure Japan remains firmly on headquarters’ radars,

narrowed the scope for eligibility, limited the premium

36 months. (Also see "EFPIA Wants Continued And

particularly amid the rapid growth and positive

to only the first three best- or first-in-class products or

More Inclusive Japan Policy Dialog" - Pink Sheet, 27 Sep,

regulatory changes that have taken place in China.

similar products launched within three years, and

2019.)

Heike Prinz, chairperson of EFPIA’s Japan arm, was of

He observed that fully 78% of the savings to the

As of the date of the briefing (17 May), only one vaccine

the view that “Japan must be positioned as a priority

Japanese health system over the past six years had

(from Pfizer Inc./BioNTech SE) had been approved in

market by headquarters” but stressed the European

come solely from drug price cuts.

Japan, which has just started inoculating the over-65

group is “seriously concerned” about declining

age group (following healthcare and other priority

investment due to what it sees as a deteriorating policy

The three groups did not provide detailed suggestions

workers) and has so far given first jabs to only around

environment.

for how savings elsewhere in the system could be

3% of its population.

realized but Feliciano, who is country president of
Prinz pointed not only to the loss of the PMP but to

AbbVie Inc., touched on the adoption of new

This is the lowest within the OECD countries and

other repeated pricing policy changes, and the often

technologies, digital approaches and use of over-the-

compares with the roughly 30% that are already fully

short lead times for these. The start of off-year annual

counter products where appropriate.

vaccinated with second doses in the UK.

Clinical Trials, Processes

Prinz pointed to a need to improve trial costs and

Japan’s clinical data requirements and regulatory

processes around multinational clinical trials in Japan,

The right balance is needed in any new program of

processes have come under a renewed spotlight

and for local trial centers to remain competitive given

reforms, given these have long focused on the

because of the slow approval and roll-out of COVID-19

the rising challenges from the rest of Asia.

reduction of drug costs, even though these are “are

vaccines, due in part to the need to conduct local

actually well under control” and account for only

studies and go through standard (albeit expedited)

“There is still a requirement for data in Japanese

around 20% of Japan’s total healthcare costs, observed

regulatory procedures.

patients,” she noted, calling for better use and

price adjustments “is of great concern,” particularly as
the cuts are targeting a broader range of products.

Prinz, president and CEO of Bayer Yakuhin Ltd. in Japan.

acceptance of data from other Asian countries and
Around other topics, Nakayama touched on the vaccine

elsewhere.

“There is also a need to look at the remaining 80% for

situation in Japan – which has been slow to approve

efficiencies,” she told the meeting, a view echoed by

and roll-out coronavirus vaccines - by noting that the

In his remarks, Nakayama pointed to a related need for

James Feliciano, chairman of the Pharmaceutical

country did already possess expertise in mRNA even

more comprehensive genomic data, citing the

Research and Manufacturers of America’s (PhRMA)

before the pandemic. (Also see "Japan Approves First

Genomics England initiative, a government-owned

Japan-based executive committee.

Coronavirus Vaccine But Hurdles Ahead?" - Scrip, 16

company set up to sequence the genomes of 100,000

Feb, 2021.)

NHS patients with rare or infectious diseases or cancer.

While there are already several such initiatives

would be similar only and not exact copies. “This would

underway in Japan, Nakayama said these would help

prove more time-consuming in the end,” the

better elucidate any differences in the Japanese

association head said.

population that could inform policies on the need to
assess racial differences in clinical development

EFPIA’s Prinz concurred, saying the waiver would mean

programs and the regulatory system.

“a diversion of resources to less efficient supply chains.”
(Also see "Biden’s Vaccine Donation Plan Emphasizes

IP Waiver Opposed

American Production, Not IP Waivers" - Pink Sheet, 17

Amid the global debate on the waiver of intellectual

May, 2021.)

property related to COVID-19 vaccines prosed by the
Biden Administration, the JPMA’s position is that further

In a panel discussion at the briefing, Nakayama also

expansion in production capacity at existing

cautioned that “another pandemic is sure to come”,

manufacturers is the best and fastest way of

while antimicrobial resistance is increasing. “The best

addressing shortages and ramping up global supplies.

thing is to prepare during normal times by supporting
innovation and R&D, rather than reacting to a crisis.”

Nakayama said the Japanese association is “seriously
concerned” about the idea, which remains to be

Prinz highlighted the multiple cross-border

discussed at the World Trade Organization. “It will not

collaborations there had been by European vaccine

lead to third parties manufacturing an equivalent high-

developers, with the pandemic showing that much of

quality and effective product,” he warned, “and may

the innovation around vaccines has come from smaller

actively delay supplies and so would not be solution to

biotech companies (such as BioNTech).

the global vaccine shortage.”
“We need an EUA type of system in Japan to support
If “copy” vaccines were allowed by reducing IP
protections, additional clinical trials would be required
to confirm the safety/efficacy of these, given that they

faster approvals.”

Pharma Power
Japan Barely In
COVID Vaccines
Race. Why?
Pharma Power Japan Barely In
COVID Vaccines Race. Why?

BY IAN HAYDOCK

Executive Summary

Japan has one of the largest single-country pharma

Despite having multiple world-class pharma companies

markets in the world, a handful of major R&D-based

and innovative research, Japan is notably absent as a

companies with multiple innovative drugs sold around

source of candidate vaccines for the coronavirus. The

the globe, and a record of innovation that stretches

pandemic is again throwing into sharp relief past and

back decades and includes multiple blockbusters.

present challenges around the country's vaccines
sector.

So why, as the first approvals for other developers start
to come through globally, is the country barely moving
the needle when it comes to coronavirus vaccine

activity?
The answers are multiple and complex.

The first two have signed up for a total of 240 million

Japan of the UK firm’s recombinant adenovirus vector

doses, while Japan’s leading pharma firm Takeda

vaccine AZD1222. Its Daiichi Sankyo Biotech subsidiary

Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd. – which itself has long-standing

intends to formulate the product for Japan, using its

vaccine experience - will distribute 50 million doses of

existing flu vaccine facilities.

First of all a quick snapshot of where the supply

Moderna’s mRNA vaccine mRNA-1273, starting in the

situation stands. Of the nearly 120 vaccines against

first half of 2021, with the US firm to make the finished

In all, Japan has set aside a total of JPY671.4bn

COVID-19 which Biomedtracker shows are currently in

product.

($6.44bn) in an extraordinary budget for its coronavirus

global development, only one from Japan is at present
among the just over 50 already in the clinic.

vaccine supply program, and under a special bill passed
It currently looks like doses of the Pfizer/BioNTech

in late October revising the existing vaccines law, the

vaccine BNT162b2 for 60 million people will be

jabs will be made available at no out-of-pocket cost to

If it were relying solely on domestically developed and

supplied by the end of next June, helped by results

all recipients, with the usual prioritizations.

manufactured candidates to protect its citizens, it

from a 160-patient confirmatory trial being run by

would probably be well into 2022 until the country’s

Pfizer in Japan. AZ started back in August a similar

In echoes of the country’s past experiences with

first inoculations become available, and then only in

250-patient local trial to support its candidate.

vaccines, the government has also agreed to indemnify

limited quantities.

suppliers from having to pay compensation from any
That same month, Takeda also reached an alliance with

adverse effects proven to be related to the vaccines.

Correctly judging this is unacceptable to the majority of

Novavax, Inc. for the clinical development,

the public wanting their lives to get back to normal –

manufacturing and commercialization in Japan of NVX-

Anges Leads A Small Pack

and probably with an eye on moving ahead with the

CoV2373, Novavax’s COVID-19 vaccine candidate, with

So, there may be plenty of activity around securing

delayed Olympics next year - the national government

funding from the Ministry of Health, Labour and

supplies, but this exclusively relies on foreign

has turned instead to the now well-known major

Welfare. The aim is to build capacity for over 250 million

originators.

international developers. Pfizer Inc./BioNTech SE,

doses of the vaccine per year.

AstraZeneca PLC/University of Oxford and Moderna,

Leading the modest R&D efforts underway at home is

Inc. have already contracted to supply doses sufficient

Another major Japanese firm that has long been

mid-sized biotech Anges, Inc., which joined the

to cover Japan’s 126 million population.

present in the sector, Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd., began

development fray early after the pandemic took hold

discussions with AZ in June for the “stable supply” in

but only just started in early December a 500-patient

Japanese Phase II/III trial with its plasmid DNA-based

baculovirus expression vector system. This is currently

scale and is occurring on timelines well behind those of

candidate, currently expected to be completed next

expected to emerge with supporting clinical data in the

both the major western developers and the multiple

March.

first half of next year.

Chinese firms already forging ahead with final-stage
trials.

The company is partnering with Osaka University and

The only other runner appears to be Meiji Holdings’ KM

Japanese biotech group Takara Bio Inc., along with

Biologics operation, which has said it has started work

One limiting factor has certainly been trial recruitment

Brickell Biotech, Inc. of the US, but a larger Phase III trial

on an inactivated vaccine with several partners,

challenges due to the relative lack of COVID-19 patients

is expected to start only next year, with Anges saying

including the National Institute of Infectious Diseases,

in Japan - something cited both by Anges in deciding to

recently it will probably have to include other Asian

and plans to launch large trials around next spring. KM

expand its Phase III program outside the country and

sites given a likely lack of enrollees at home. The first

took over certain pharma operations of Japan’s Chemo-

by Fujifilm in the delays of local trials with its antiviral

late-stage data will probably not emerge until calendar

Sero-Therapeutic Research Institute (Kaketsuken) and

favipiravir earlier this year.

Q3 of next year.

has been focusing on flu vaccines.
(There had been around 179,900 reported SARS-CoV-2

The other R&D players include Daiichi Sankyo, which

Takeda, which has a long-standing presence in basic

cases in Japan as of mid-December, and the per capita

has said it prioritizing work on a prototype mRNA

vaccines in Japan, does now see novel vaccines as a

infections and death rates remain lower than many

vaccine DS-5670 in an alliance with the University of

business pillar and is nearing the first filings for its novel

other major countries.)

Tokyo and the Japan Agency for Medical Research and

dengue candidate TAK-003. It is also working with

Development (AMED), making use of the company’s

Zydus Cadila on a chikungunya vaccine and given the

But set against this, there are very few hurdles on the

proprietary nucleic acid delivery technology. In this

Indian firm has completed Phase II dosing for its own

regulatory side, as Japan’s drugs regulator, the PMDA,

case, the current expectation is to move into clinical

DNA COVID-19 vaccine, any expansion of this alliance is

the health ministry and AMED have all been publicly

studies in Japan around March 2021.

also being watched.

and highly supportive of research. Concrete evidence of
this came in the expedited approval given earlier this

Shionogi & Co. Ltd. has also said it is moving ahead with

Helping, Hindering

year to Gilead Sciences, Inc.’s antiviral remdesivir, which

the development of potential coronavirus vaccines and

It is therefore clear that, while there is some R&D

was reviewed and cleared in a matter of days.

is working with acquired Japanese vaccines venture

activity going on in Japan, the original research (as

UMN Pharma, Inc. on an rDNA candidate using a

opposed to supply alliances) remains very limited in

Other state funding (besides for the big supply deals)

has also been readily available and used to support

Mind The Gap

lawsuits brought against the state in the 1990s, over

technology transfers, establish cold chain infrastructure

Meanwhile, the national program itself, first developed

claimed side-effects from MMR (measles, mumps and

and scale-up manufacturing capabilities.

post-war in the late 1940s, has long been seen as

rubella) vaccines.

comprising a much more limited range of vaccines
A deeper look reveals long-standing historical and

versus other developed countries - again effectively

In addition, compensation claims related to Japan’s high

policy factors that have hampered Japan’s overall

limiting the development of general capabilities and

rate of hepatitis infections - attributed in part to the re-

capacity for developing and commercializing innovative

capacity in the national vaccines sector.

use of needles in post-war mass vaccination campaigns

vaccines, and which are again showing up amid the
pandemic.

– provides another background factor.
Haemophilus influenzae type B (Hib) vaccines, for
example, began to be routinely made available in Japan

Considering this history, perhaps it’s not surprising that

Critics have long seen the country’s smaller domestic

as late as 2008, and then only after a long battle faced

government policy and administrative support in recent

manufacturers as being protected from competition by

by Sanofi Pasteur as the first foreign vaccine supplier in

years has pivoted much more towards regenerative

the government’s reluctance to pursue imports of basic

the country, and with the products available initially

medicine and cell therapies, notably those related to

vaccines, enabling them effectively to rely on regular

only on the private (self-pay) market.

induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells following the Nobel

supplies of older products to national immunization

Prize win in 2012 by pioneer Shinya Yamanaka.

programs. This in turn can be said to have stunted the

Despite some improvements in the scope of available

development of innovative platform technology.

and reimbursed vaccines in the years since, the

Lingering Hesitancy?

“vaccine gap” in Japan, as illustrated by the Hib case,

Besides these factors influencing the development and

There have been attempts to form new entities, notably

and challenges in securing reimbursement under the

capabilities of the industry – and as now reflected in the

the 2012 agreement between GlaxoSmithKline plc and

National Health Insurance scheme, continue to be long-

current state of play on coronavirus vaccines - other

Daiichi Sankyo to form the Japan Vaccine Co. Ltd. joint

standing concerns for the big multinational vaccines

historical factors may be behind the Japanese public’s

venture. But this was dissolved around two years ago

producers.

sometime skeptical views on, and willingness to receive,

and its commercial activities moved back to the

vaccines in general.

respective companies in April 2019, in light of what the

An apparent policy de-emphasis within the government

partners said were “changes in the Japan vaccine

of vaccines in general also seems to have been related

A 1994 revision to the Preventative Vaccine Law made

business situation.”

to a number of successful and high-profile public

many jabs voluntary rather than compulsory, meaning

that younger generations may have become less

Whether these hesitancy factors will play out for the

familiar with the concept of inoculation than their

new COVID-19 vaccines, despite the promised zero out-

parents.

of-pocket cost, remains to be seen.

The many parents who have experienced the
complicated, multi-dose and multi-visit schedule
required for the inoculations required by law for
newborns under the age of one may have been put off
in general, especially as catch-ups outside this schedule
must be paid out-of-pocket. (One reason for the
demanding schedule was the lack of combination
vaccines common elsewhere.)
Relatively recently, in 2013, there were other highprofile cases, covered extensively in the national mass
media, of unexplained side-effects recipients and their
families said were linked to the administration of the
then new to Japan human papillomavirus vaccines
Cervarix (from GSK) and Gardasil (Merck & Co., Inc.).
The general pain syndrome was investigated by the
PMDA, which said it was of unclear pathogenesis but
that a link with the vaccines could not be ruled out.
What is clear is that the cases did nothing to reassure
an already cautious public.
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Korea

Korea KickStarts Major
Consortium For
Next-Gen
mRNA Vaccines
Aiming For Key Tech Catch-Up

BY JUNG WON SHIN

Executive Summary

South Korea is moving quickly to reduce what is sees as

South Korea is stepping on the gas to develop its own

a gap in mRNA vaccine technology with major countries

mRNA COVID-19 vaccine and eventually next

by forming a strategic consortium of pharma firms to

generation mRNA platform technology for use in other

speed up the development of its own COVID-19 vaccine

diseases, to meet its goal of becoming a global vaccine

using the platform by next year. In the coming years,

hub.

the aim is to develop next generation platform
technology that can be applied to other diseases.
In a recent joint ministry statement, the national

government also highlighted an urgent need to develop

medicines and global commercialization.

and commercialize its own mRNA vaccine technology,

Going forward, the K-mRNA consortium plans to add
more participants, including other Korean pharmas,

given that this is expected to change the paradigm of

The so-called K-mRNA consortium will build on the

biotechs and research institutes relevant to the

vaccines going forward. As shown over the past 18

strengths of the three firms in active pharmaceutical

development and production of mRNA technology and

months, the advantages include rapid development

ingredients, vaccines and new drug development to

raw materials.

and manufacture compared to traditional vaccines,

obtain relevant technology and establish mass

along with now proven superior efficacy and relative

production systems to achieve not only COVID-19

Need For Homegrown mRNA Tech

safety, the government noted.

mRNA vaccine self-sufficiency but also build up a basis

During the consortium launch ceremony organized by

for global exports. The goal is to materialize

the KPBMA, Kyungjin Kim, president and CEO of ST

While developers in the US and Europe have

independent technology development by 2022 and

Pharm, a subsidiary of Dong-A Socio Holdings, said that

succeeded through accumulated research and

manufacture 100 million doses of the vaccine within

the API-focused contract development and

technologies, relevant South Korean technologies are

two years, enough for two doses for every South

manufacturing organization had actually been

still in the early stages, prompting the government vow

Korean citizen.

developing mRNA platform technology for four years,

to provide aggressive support.

beginning with oncolytic vaccines. With the pandemic,
By 2023, the consortium aims to establish a mass

the company then jumped into COVID-19 vaccines.

ST Pharm, Hanmi, GC Pharma Join
Hands

production system using the platform to produce more
than one billion doses for supply both at home and

ST Pharm, whose major global clients include Roche

A consortium to develop next generation mRNA vaccine

abroad. More broadly, the aim is to use the mRNA

Holding AG, Novartis AG and Gilead Sciences, Inc.,

platform technology has now been formed, led by three

platform to step up global competitiveness for novel

currently has an mRNA COVID-19 vaccine candidate,

major domestic pharma firms –Hanmi Pharmaceutical

cancer vaccines and other innovative drugs.

STP2104, at the preclinical stage, which it plans to take

Co., Ltd., ST Pharm and GC Pharma - and supported by

into Phase I this year and file for an emergency use

KIMCo, the Korea Innovative Medicines Consortium.

The three participating pharmas plan to invest a

KIMCo is a non-profit organization established by the

combined total of at least KRW700bn ($618m) in

Korea Pharmaceutical and Bio-Pharma Manufacturers

progressing clinical trials, obtaining core APIs and

The firm estimates it can produce about 500 million

Association (KPBMA) and 56 individual pharma firms

establishing mass production facilities.

doses of mRNA vaccine bulk materials and claimed it is

last year to support anti-infective and innovative

authorization (EUA) in the first half of next year.

the only company globally to have its own capping

technology and lipid nanoparticle drug delivery

Se-Chang Kwon, president and CEO of Korean pharma

to satisfy all demand and noted multiple considerations

technology in addition to capabilities for raw materials.

major Hanmi Pharm, said his company has experience

such as how effective they are against variants and how

across all cycles of new drug development and is

long their protection will last, as well as distribution

While concerns are rising that a new chapter of the

currently developing COVID-19 diagnostic kits, a

costs if they have be administered seasonally.

pandemic may be beginning with new virus variants,

preventive vaccine and a therapeutic. It has capacity for

Kim said “mRNA vaccines will enable us to rapidly deal

more than 100 million doses worth of three key raw

Kyung-Hwa Huh, CEO of KIMCo, noted that it had

with such virus variants. I think the consortium will

materials for mRNA vaccines.

become increasingly urgent for South Korea to develop

make a mark in the South Korean pharma industry. We

its own vaccine capabilities given there are no signs of

have confidence we can develop the vaccine by the end

Hanmi’s Pyeongtaek Bio plant has bulk substance

an end to the pandemic and the emergence of new

of 2022.”

capability for mRNA and DNA vaccines and the site is

virus variants. Other South Korean firms progressing

also capable of manufacturing enzymes for RNA

mRNA COVID-19 vaccines include GeneOne Life

synthesis and processing, via processes involving

Science, Inc. and EyeGene, Inc.

We have confidence we can develop
the [mRNA] vaccine by the end of
2022."

Escherichia coli-based fermentation and purification. In

ST Pharm President and CEO, Kyungjin Kim

addition, subsidiary Hanmi Fine Chemical has

Seven Areas Of Support

capabilities to produce synthetic raw materials

As part of the initiative, and based on survey results,

including nucleotides, bulk drug substances,

the government has identified seven technology areas

intermediates and peptides, as well as lipids, which may

for support. These are: antigen design and

prove useful in mRNA vaccine formulations.

optimization; raw material production; in vitro

As a leading South Korean vaccine specialist, GC

transcription vector and mRNA manufacture;

Pharma meanwhile has know-how in influenza vaccines

“The vaccine paradigm has changed because of the

manufacture of vaccine receptors such as lipid

and plans to use this expertise within the consortium,

pandemic. The prediction that the most promising

nanoparticles; refining; mass production; and efficacy

president E C Huh noting COVID-19 vaccines may

vaccine may be mRNA has become reality," Kwon said.

evaluation.

become seasonal going forward. “Many pharmas

"We are also targeting a prevention level that is the

believe mRNA is the future of biologics. With the

same or higher than the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines."

pandemic, mRNA vaccines were rapidly commercialized
and GC Pharma was anxious to catch up."

South Korean mRNA vaccine technologies are seen
about three years behind those of leading countries

The consortium sees these western vaccines as unlikely

and the support aims to rapidly close this technology

gap.

potential for success and global credibility once these

healthy adults.

enter Phase III or have interim Phase II results.
In the short term, relevant ministries will help enable

If GBP510 is commercialized, it will be supplied globally

candidates to enter clinical trials, while longer term

Meanwhile, SK Bioscience, an affiliate of major Korean

official objectives are to encourage basic and

conglomerate SK Group, has become the first domestic

proprietary technologies in prediction, diagnosis,

firm to submit an IND to begin a Korean Phase III trial

treatment and prevention of new infectious diseases.

with its COVID-19 vaccine candidate GBP510, jointly
developed with the University of Washington Antigen

Other Korean COVID-19 Vaccines
Progress

Design Research Institute in the US with support from

Aside from the mRNA COVID-19 vaccines, five South

Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations).

the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and CEPI (the

Korean firms are progressing clinical trials with other
types of COVID-19 vaccines, with the leaders aiming to

The antigen has a structure to maximize immune effect

enter Phase III trials in the second half of this year.

and SK’s gene recombination technology and the
university’s Self-Assembly Nanoparticle design

EuBiologics Co., Ltd. and SK Bioscience are each

technology have been applied to the receptor-binding

progressing Phase I/II trials for synthetic antigen

protein.

candidates, Genexine, Inc. and GeneOne Life Science,
Inc. are moving forward with Phase I/IIa and Phase I

SK Bioscience will discuss with regulatory authorities

work, respectively, for their DNA vaccine candidates,

the final exact candidate to take into Phase III, taking

while Cellid, Inc. is progressing a Phase I/IIa trial for its

into account trial results for its other contender

viral vector-based candidate.

NBP2001. The company and the Seoul-based
International Vaccine Institute also plan to file Phase III

The government will focus on supporting Phase III trials

INDs in stages in Europe and Southeast Asia, with a

in the second half and companies’ investment in

goal to commercialize the vaccine in the first half of

production facilities, by selecting candidates with high

next year. The total Phase III program will include 4,000

through the COVAX facility.

Ildong Begins
R&D
Transformation
With 'Quick
Win, Fast Fail'
Strategy
Role For Internal/External
Collaborations

BY JUNG WON SHIN

Executive Summary

With a recently acquired clinical pharmacology firm and

South Korea’s Ildong Pharmaceutical has begun a major

new drug development affiliate under its wing, Ildong

transformation from an OTC-focused firm to an

Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. is aiming to transform into an

innovative R&D-based operation that aims to compete

innovative R&D-based operation that can truly compete

with global big pharma rivals, helped by both internal

shoulder-to-shoulder with global big pharma

and external alliances, its R&D head says in an interview

companies.

with Scrip.
“As Gilead Sciences, Inc. has grown into a high-ranking
global big pharma from a small biotech within a short

period of time, this is the direction Ildong wants to go,”

innovative R&D. Such a change was possible because of

Ildong’s R&D team is aiming to file for patents after the

said Alan Choi, vice-president and R&D department

a consensus in the company to shift the business focus

discovery of drug substances and then enter the IND

head at the South Korean company said in an interview

away from its traditional focus on over-the-counter

stage within two years.

with Scrip. “Our new drug development projects are

products and toward original drug development.

increasing sharply and the number can’t even be
compared to a few years ago.”

From the project discovery stage, evaluation will be

Speed Crucial Amid Fierce
Competition

based on three factors – market attractiveness,

The Korean pharma is pursuing a “quick win, fast fail”

asset. To help rapidly decide on the success potential

strategy that aims to maximize the efficiency of the new

of any given project, Ildong says it intends to capitalize

drug development process. This means it will not limit

on new clinical pharmacology affiliate AIMS BioScience,

work to specific therapeutic areas but will explore all

acquired by parent Ildong Holdings in 2020.

differentiation, and internal capabilities to progress the

possible projects from the discovery stage and

Alan Choi, Vice President and Head of R&D,
Ildong Pharmaceutical

determine the potential success of these as soon as

Ildong is also collaborating with Germany’s Evotec SE,

possible. The focus will be on investing in those

which runs the fully-integrated clinical-enabling package

candidates with the highest potential, said Choi, who

INDiGO, which can reduce development times by

has previously worked for Johnson & Johnson as well as

maximizing the efficiency of the preclinical stage

South Korea’s Ministry of Health and Welfare.

development process, Choi explained.

“Speed is a crucial factor in new drug development. This
is particularly important as competition is getting fiercer

Synergies With Idience, AIMS
BioScience

with the rapidly increasing Chinese firms focusing on

In July 2019, Ildong Holdings set up a new no-research,

new drug development. As a result, it is becoming

development-only company Idience as an affiliate to

difficult to gain first-in-class status,” explained Choi.

focus primarily on oncology. This will help to more
rapidly and efficiently progress pipeline projects in

Last year, Ildong invested 14% of annual revenues in

Reflecting the trend for many multinational pharmas to

cancer and attract investment funds. Indeed, Idience

R&D, up from 11% in 2019, indicating its intent to boost

reduce development times through process efficiency,

already raised KRW40bn ($34.7m) from financial

investors early this year.

comparatively slow because of a lack of both

The company is also developing an ARDS (acute

experienced clinical pharmacologists and awareness.

respiratory distress syndrome) contender that might

While Ildong Pharmaceutical and Idience are separate

also be applied to the rare disease indication of

entities, they are collaborating closely, Choi noted. The

“Until now, the importance of clinical pharmacology has

internal model is that Idience licenses in Ildong’s

been underestimated in South Korea," Choi said. "We

promising oncology pipeline assets and progresses

are trying to overcome such limitations by bringing in

Its leading novel asset at present is IDG16177, an oral

development, but Idience is also bringing in new

clinical pharmacology consulting firm and including this

GPR40 agonist for type 2 diabetes, which has begun a

external candidates from biotechs and academia to

in our new drug development process. This is clearly a

Phase I study in Germany that is expected to be

take these forward and either seek commercialization

differentiated approach versus other pharmas.”

completed by 2022. The country was selected based on

or license out to third parties.

pulmonary hypertension.

considerations including speed, convenience of

Diabetes Candidate Enters Clinic

recruitment and trial cost.

As one example, late last year Idience completed a

While oncology is the main therapeutic focus at Idience,

South Korean Phase I study with the PARP inhibitor

Ildong Pharmaceutical is progressing its pipelines in

IDG16177 acts to induce insulin secretion and control

IDX-1197 (venadaparib), licensed in from Ildong, and

other fields as well.

blood glucose levels by activating GPR40 (G-protein-

took it into a Phase Ib/IIa trial. It also received a US IND

coupled receptor 40) in pancreatic beta cells. Ildong

approval for the molecule and began recruiting for the

“The most important area in new drug projects is

sees its advantages as minimization of hypoglycemia

international Phase I study. The affiliate recently set up

whether the pipeline has the potential to clearly resolve

following administration and higher safety margins

a US office to help speed up global clinical trials.

unmet needs of the disease,” Choi explained. Using this

versus Takeda’s same class drug fasiglifam (TAK-875);

benchmark, the company is focusing on liver disease

this was discontinued at the Phase III stage in 2013

In another strategic move, Ildong Holdings last year

(non-alcoholic steatohepatitis), metabolic disease (type

following concerns around liver safety.

acquired a controlling stake in AIMS BioScience in a bid

2 diabetes) and ophthalmology (dry eye, wet age-

to set itself apart from other South Korean pharmas.

related macular degeneration and glaucoma). In

Through assays, Ildong has worked to minimize the

AIMS is a bioventure that offers consultations on the

particular, eye disease is an area with high market

occurrence of drug-induced liver injury, and recently

clinical pharmacology essential for new drug

demand along with the general rise in average life

presented non-clinical data to the American Diabetes

development and determining project value. However,

expectancy.

Association conference.

advancement in this field in South Korea has been

Building Strength Via Collaborations

mainly late-stage assets with a primary goal to receive

Choi observed that, in the modern pharma industry,

market authorizations in South Korea. It will evaluate

barriers between companies are collapsing and

these after considering synergies with its existing

individual firms with closed structures can’t keep up

products, non-competition terms of existing contracts

with the speed of drug development advancements

and its own marketing and sales capabilities.

along. “I think the ability to combine each company’s
characteristics, advantages, technologies and R&D
experiences through open innovation will become the
core competitiveness of the pharma industry,” he
predicted.
The strength of Ildong’s R&D team is its ability to
discover outstanding new candidates, he added - at the
development stage the aim is to maximize pipeline
value through aggressive external collaborations. While
a major goal is to recoup increased R&D expenses
through such license deals, the main hope is to find
partners that can successfully progress Ildong's
projects through to regulatory approval and market
launch.
Aside from licensing deals, the executive stressed the
company is also open to other business models such
as co-research deals and joint ventures.
In terms of licensing-in, Ildong is considering bringing in
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